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PREFACE

i

This study was performed as part of Contract Number NAS 5-11602
entitled "Study of a Lo_v-Altitude Satellite Utilizing a Data Relay Satellite
System" for-the National Aeronautics and Space-Administration, Goddard
Space Flight Center. The. purpose of thi_ study is to investigate the techni ..................

cal considerations associated with a low-altitude satellite (LAS) operating
in conjunction with a data relay satellite system (DRSS). One of the major
problems is interference in the comn%uniaation link between the two satellites ....

by transmitted radiation refleetexl and distorted by the earth' s-_urfaca_ This
problem, termed "multipath," is the subject of this report.
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I. iNTRODUCTION

The descriptive term "multipath" refers to a communication link in

which there exists more than one signal propagation path between the signal
source and the receiver. The phenomenon of interest in this study occurs
in the transmissioa% of electromagnetic energy between-a low-altitude satellite--
(LAS) and a data relay satellite (DRS) at geostationary a_ For this

stady, low altitudes are in tl_ei00 to I000 mi_e. i

There are basically two paths between the satellites (Figure i-i): a
direct path, and a p.ath by reflection from the eartl%'s surface. The total I

r.eflecting surface may be thought of as being Composed of many smaller re-

flecting surfaces, and hence, the total reflection path is a collection of many
reflection paths. The signal received via the reflection path is delayed and ]

distorted with respect to the received direct signal, resultin_ in an undesir-
able interference. Further, under frequently occurring conditions, the mag-
nitude of the received reflected signal may be larger with respect to the direct
signal power. Later in this report it is shown that, for a range of geometrical
conditions and-a transmission frequency of 140 MHz over the sea, the average i
reflected power incident on the receiving antenna will be only 2 dB less than
the dLrect signaL-power. Interfe_'enee of this magnitude has rather profound
consequences on a cor',nunication system operating in this envLr_n_nent.

" {

The principal objective of thi.sstudy is to quantitatively characterize
the multipath phenomenon. Of majoz_-interest is the power received via both

the direct and earth reflection paths. And, since free space pr-opagation can

easily be computed, the refle_ion process becomes the main subject of study.

The goal, therefore, is twofold:

1) To develop a means for estimating the magnitude and nature of
the reflected power

2) To present numerical estimates of the reflected signal charac-

teristics in graphical and tabular form for reasonable ranges of J
the important parameters

i

'4
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Figure I-I. LAS-DRS Geometry
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In addition, the fading chat'acteristics of the combined signal are discussed, i
and a s¢;ctton is devoted to nwthoda of communication tmprovenmnt in the

multipath envil'onmont. The major parainete_', include: i

1 ) Geocentric LAS-DRS separation angle, _0 i

.1
a) LAS altitude, h i

3) Transmission frequency, f I

4) Surface electrical properties (sea or land)

5) RMS surface slop0 (roughness factor),_l

6) RMS surface variation, 0

7) A,,+enna polat'izations

The i:eflection praacess is time varying and statistically nonstationary
because of the changing geomet1"y due tadorbital motion.- llov,evei', the-short_
te1'm statistics maz/_be considered, stationary, thus allowing tractable
statistical analysis of the reflection process. For a rough earth, the surface

may be considered composed of many small patches, each with its own
geometry, resulting in a 1:_,[lectedpow¢,r which is time delayed and frequency
shifted. Thus, the ,nultipath phenomenun may be characterized by the

fo1_l_a,_,_,_gaspects of the total reflected power:

1) Magnitude

2) Time response of a transnlitted impulse

3) Frequency spt,ctrunl of a transmitted CW signal

Quantitative estinlates of these effects are presented-in Sec%io,- 3.

I. I BACKGROUND

At the heart of earth reflection analysis is the analysis of reflection

from a flat rough burface, which did-not begin until about 1950. The analysis
can be divided according to the type of surface model used, One type consi-

ders surfaces composed of randomly distributed deterministic shapes. An

example of such a model may be found in Reference I where Twersky analyzed

a surface of hemisphet_ical bosses distributed on a plane. A second inodel

treats the surface height as a random variable. This approach seems more
reasonable and has dominated roug.l surface analysis in recent years. Amodel

based on a statistical description of the surfac-e roughness is used in this study
and is discussed in Subsection Z. 4.

Statisticall], rough surfaces can be divided into three classes:

slightly rough, interrn_.diate, and very rough. 'These classes ,:an

1-3
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bo quantitatively distinguished by mo.an_ of a smo_thnp_ factor which
include_ the ratio of the rm_ _urface variation and elcctrm-nagnetic wave:

length (_ee Sub_ection 2.2), But only the _lightly rough and very rough
_urfaces can be t_'eatod mathematically '.;'ith u_eful results; howeveL',
e×trapol_ttion between the_e two cla_o_ can yield usefule_timate_ of nuro
faces with intermediate roughne_. Suppose that _t perfectly _nmoth _urface

become_ slightly rough. The specularly rel'lectod energy decrea_e_ as the 1
roughness grow_, but still contains the m_jor portion of the em, r_y. But, 1
in addition, there-is a smellier _mmunt of energy scattered away from the i
specular direction due to the roughness. The si.gnal _'eflected _pc, cularly is
phase:coherent, while the scattered signal is incoherent (random phase) at i
any distant reception point. As roughness increases, the rohe-rent power
decrease_ and incoherent power increases until, even inthc specular reflec-

tion dil_ction, all received power is incoherent, The. coherent component
is computed using the expression for reflection from a smooth plane, with
additionaL-factors included for the effect of rough,_ess and the sphericity of
the earth. The derivation of the expression is given in Reference 2, and the 1

result__ _,:e __!iscussed in Subsection 2.3.

Two approaches to the slightly rough earth are well documented.
A perturbation tcchniqt ,m-is used by Peake (Referenct_ 3) and Barrick
and Pcake {Reference 4) and later extended by Valenzuela (Reference 5). The
results o_these authors' approaches require the assumption that the rms
surface variation be much sw.aller than a wavelength and that the surface

slopes be small. Another derivation technique employing the tangent plane
approximation, or Kirchoif approximation, as it is sometimes cailed, is given
by Davies (Reference 6) and Beckmann (l--ference 2). These derivations
require, in addition to the above _ sumptions, that the surface _:adii of
curvature be everywhere much greater" than a wavelength. The results of
these analyses are useful for estimating the power reflected in directions
other than the specular direction, but it can be shown that this incoherent

power is significantly less than the col_,erent power reflected in the specular
direction.

Reflection from very rough surfaces has been analyzed using several
techniques, all of which lead to equivalent results. Basic assumptions corn- I
men _o these analyses are: I

1) The rms sue'face variation is larger than a wavelength

I2) The surface radii of curvature are much larger than a wavelength

Assumption 2 is not always satisfied, particularly for land, but for the sea, I
which is a better reflector, it is satisfied quite frequently. Isakovich I
(P,eference 7) provides the first comprehensive vector treatment of rough

surface reflection from a physical optics point of view, and Davies essentially I

duplicated this work in a scalar formulation. This work was extended by ]
Beckmann (Reference 2), Semenov (Reference 8), Stogryn (Reference _)),and
others. Muhlenlan (Keference I0) considered the surface to be composed of

I - 4
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small, connected, perfectly eonduetinp_ facets, and used the probability ]
-. distribution of the facet noemal_ in his analysis, tlagfor_ (Reference 11} _,

i e_tcnded these results, Mmwing that they at'e equivalent to tho_e of the t_ther
author_ nmntioned above, A third, but related, approach by Kodi_ I

: (Reference 12) related the reflected powe," ina givend_'_eetionto the numbe_' t

i of specular pointm i.e., the numbe_' of point_ sati_fyi,.g _pecula," _.em, wtry .,
• with respect to tran_mitte_' and r,:,coive_', Barrick (Refor_,nco 13)

extended thi_ work by d¢,velopin_, eXl)rVs_lon_ fo_' the ntuubor of upt, cular
points and ave_a_:v radii of curw=ttu_'_, obtaining results identical to
th_ other anaty_Ls approachc,_. ,The form of Ihv'Jc ret_utt_ is ¢llseu_ed
in Sub_ction 2.4.

The LAS/DR8 n_ultipath problem has been consid_,red by several
investigators._ Dur.'ani and Stares (Reference 14) began their analysis where
the rough surface analysis discussed above ended. They took the general
result for rough earth reflection,, which pertains to a surface patch, and
formulated-the integral for total average received-power. The method of "

steepest descent wa_used, along with a number of approximations, to arrive
at a forn_ula for the ratio of average received reflected power and received
direct power which is defined as the "relative power" in Subsection 2_..4. Some
of the approxima.tions made by Durrani a_d Staras ave not accurate for

all values of the geometric parameters. Further, because of the integral
approxiauation approach,- an accurate assessment of the effects of antenna

gain and polarization cannot be made... Massey (Reference 15) and Birch
(Reference 16) are concerned principally with modulation, coding, and signal
design to reduce multipath effects, and they add no additional information
concerning the nlagnitude and nature of the _'eflectedpower beyond that given
in Reference 14.

In this study, the general rough surface solution of References 2, 8, 9,
II, and 13 is used to compute the received incoht.,rentpower, and the
slightlyrough, coherent power is detern_ined frets the results of Beck,norm

and Spizzichino (l_eference 2). The m_ugh earth results are achieved by
numerical, integration of the surface integral via machine computation. This
n_ethod nun]erieally sun]s the power contributions due to naany surface
patches and, in the process, allows determination of the impulse response
and frequency response of the reflection process. Thus, the multipath
phenolnenola slay be characterized as mentioned previously. Further, the
significantparameters may be readily varied and, illparticular, the effect
of antemla gain and polarization slay be evaluated.

1. Z PRINCII'AL ItoESULTS

Estin_ates of the reflected power and the effects of the parameters
listed previously are illustrated graphically and discussed in Section 3.

Section 4 presents techniques for improving conununieation in the multipath
environment. A few of the morc significant results and conclusions are
presented herr,.

1-5
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1, a. | I!_yf_.ooyonq¢, Ma_g_nitudo

In _he _barnce of teclmiqu0n for ¢liacrin_inatin_ gtgainnt the reflected
Mgnal, the interference by thi_ Mgnal can aeriou_l.y degrade the p,_,rfc)rnJance
of an LAS/DRSS cotl_mut_ication link. If the eh, ctrm_agn_-,tic radiation in

polarized horizontally with rospect to the t'eflecting _:trea, i.e., not'real t_
the plane containing the I,AS, DI(S, and _,arth'_ c_,nt_,r, t.hea at 140 Mllz lhe

avcwage magnitude of the reflected signal will be only 2 dB l,ea_ than that of
the directly received signal (R_ _: -_ dB). 'l'hia can be seen fron_ Fig-
ure 3-1. Further, ft'on_ 'Figuff0 3-6 for this case, the reflected signal power
will exceed that of the d:_.rect signal al)proximatoly 20 percent of tim time,

and from Figure 3-7, tke total ,'ect_ivod power will fade beluw the direct
signal by 5 dl3 10 percent of the time.

1.2.2 _rovc, ment Techniques

A directional antenna on the LAS will provide a significant improve-

mCnt by discriminating geometrically against the reflected power. IIuwevcr,
many missions require an omnidirectional radiation pattern. For this case,
circularly polarized antennas on both the LAS-_d DRS will provide discrim-
ination against the reflected signal. If an LAS antenna system can be designed
to transt_it]receive the san,e sense of circular polarizatKon in all directions.
then the average reflected power will be less than 9 dB below the directly
received power. This conclusion derives from Figures 4-3 thl'ough 4-6.
Then, from Figure 3-7, the reflected power will be less than the direct

power 99.96 percent of the time and wore than 3 dB below the direct signal
98. Z percent of the time.

Signal processing techniques with improvemer_ potential are dis-
cussed Lriefly in Section 4, and include pseudo-nolse [PN) coding, diversity
techniques, frequency hopping, burst transmission, and de ta rate limiting.
The most at, tractive and widely applicable of these techniques is PN coding.
With this technique, the data signal is modulated by a signal cor_'esponding i
to a PN sequence prior to transmission. This combined signal is demodu-
lated at the receiver in a correlation process which discriminates against
the reflected signal. It appears that effective use of PN coding requires a

minimum RF bandwidth of approximately z0 ktlz. Larger bandwidths will
allow longer total communication time, better multipath rejection, and
shorter signal acquisition times.

i
.r
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1

_, ANALYSIS AND MATItF, MATICAI, MO1)EI,ING .,,

I:

The multipath phenomenon requir0s mainly _eometric analysis in
arrivia_ at-a lathematical model useful f¢:r qual_titative estimates of the
reflected power, The analyticallreatment may be broken into thre._ funda-
mental a=eas: l) larlte-scale geometry involvin_ l_e orbital positions of the
two vehicles and the carthTs mean surface, 2) smalle-r scale, surface rough.,

hess considerations, and 3) antenna radiati_m characteri,..tics. These topics
are treatad in the above order in the following six subsections.

2, 1 LARGE-SCALE GEOMETF, Y
)

In the following analysis, the LAS is considered a_ t_,:: tt,'_nsmitter
and the DRS as the receiver. This allows consistency and pI.Jvides conven-

ience in the ensuing discussions since the communication-link, including the
multipath reflection effects, is bilateral.

i. 1. 1 Separation Angle and Transmission Plane

The two line segments fro_:_ the center of the earth to the twe. satel-
lites may be used as a geometrical basis for analysis of the mulfipath
phenomenon. The primary geon,_.trical parameters are the length of these
two lines and the angle between them, defined here as the separation angle,
¢. In general, these three quantities vary with time unless the orbits are
circulal', in which case only the separation angle is varying. At any _nstant
in time, the two lines define a plane wh£ch intersects the earth's surface.
This basic geometry is illustrated in Figure 2-1.

The direct transmission path lies in this plane, and the reflection
from the earthts surface is nominally symmetric about it. This plane is

subsequently referred to as the transmissiun plane, and it is a useful basis
for the geometric analysis required in stl_dying the reflection process. The
separation angle may be related to the orbital parameters of the tw_J satel-
lites by considering the lines from the earth's center tu the satellites as
vectors in an inertial coordinate system, as shown in Figure 2-2. Referrin_

to this figure,

]

2-1
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Figure Z-I. Basic Georrmtt'ic Quantities in j

LAS/DRSS Multipath Analysis i

Figure Z-Z. Orbital Parameters
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co_ 0 _ink + cos i 8in 0 cos k \

RL - RI, _in 0 _i,ni ) (I)l
\co_ 0 c._k ° t.o_i _hl 0 _ink

, D 0 (21

COS q_

Tl_en

cos q_ : RLR]------_

cos¢ :- cos 0cos (_-k)+ cos i sin0 sin (qJ-k) (3)

Once the time variation of 0, _b) and k is known, the time va, riation of (p may
be determined from Equation 3.

2. 1.2 Coordinate Systems

Using the transmission plane as a geometric basis) several useful
coordinate systems may be defined. Referring to Fi_zure 2-3) the coordin0,te
system E1 E2 E3 is defined as follows: E1 coinci, des with RD, the line seg=
ment to the DRS;.F2 is orthogonal to E1 and lies in the transmission plane;

and E3 completes the system) lying perpendicular to the transmission plane.
All. vectors in the analysis of the reflection and direct transmission paths
will be expressed in terms of this coordinate system.

Two otller coordinate systems required for describin/z the radiation

patterns of the antennas art; shown in Figure 2-3. The D] 1)2 DB system is
parallel to the I}"1 E2 E3 system) but is centered at the DRS antenna, The
L1 I.2 LB coordinate systenl is centered at the LAS antenna. The I, l coordi-
nate is parallel to the R L line and points away from the earth0 L2 is ortho=
_onal to L1 and is in the E l E 2 plane) and [,3 is parallel to E3 and ]33.

2. 1..3 Specular Point

The specular point is that point on the earth's surface) in the trans-
mission plane, where the an_,le of in¢-iden_'e is equal to the an_le of reflection

Z-3
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Figure Z-3. Coordinate Systems
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Figure Z-4. Specular Point Quantities
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measured from the local vertical. The geometry associated with this point

is _hown in Figure 2-4. It can be shown that

l - 1 IlL + RE 1 1

0 L _ -_ (¢-5) + tan RL _ RE tan _ (¢-5)j (4)

OD = _ 5 + tan RD . RE _5 (B)

The specular point is the point where OL = OD, and is sr)ecified by the angle
5, which can be found as a function of-_ by equating the two expressions of
Equations 4-and 5. Figure 2-5 shows-5 as a function of_0 for three different
values of the LAS altitude. Figure Z-6 illustrates the relationship between
the incidence angle, 8 , and the separation an_le, _.

The specula= point is at or near the center of the re_ion on the earth's
' surface from. which the reflection toward the DRS occurs. Consequently, in

summing the effects of reflection from many small surface "patches, " this
point_will provide an origin for variation of the surface patch location.

2.1.4 Scattering Patch Geometry and Reflection Ptane

Consider. a small patch, dS, of the earth's surface near the specular

point. The location of the center of such a point can be specified by the two
angles a and _, as shown in Figure 2-7_ The an_le _ i._ measured in the
transmission plane, and _ is measured in the plane defined by R_and E 3.
Thus, the area, dS, of the small patch is given by

dS :: REZ cos _ do_ dr3 (6)

The vector V L is directed from the LA8 to the patch, and V Dis directed
from the patch to the DRS. These two vectors are given by

VL : fiS fiL (7)

VD :: RD " fiS

Z-5
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I

wh_ ro

bL]) P'I) 0 (8)

_L : It L _sine (41
\ o :1

_S ' Rt!: sin (_, + _) (10)

Also of interest is the vector° Vt3, which bisects the an_le between V"L and
VD.

The an_le, _/0 between _B and i_S is giwm by

V_. i_
cos _ :-. Vt _ RS (12)

The reflection plane is the plane containing both V i, and V i). b_nergyreflected
froth dS to tho DRS propagates in this plant,.

2. I. 5 Distribution of the Sept°ration Angle, q_

Sinct_the sep_traiion angle° _0° it_ i|lt: pril_m:t'y _t_ollu, tric par_tmeter
anti several of the multipati_ characicrislics will be dt_ter/nint:d as a funt'tion

t
!
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of this an_le0 itis ofiatert_st to Mmw the fr0quency Gfoccurronce Qfa _iven
i' value of_. In other words, to aid in interpreting tile data which is a function

of q_it is lmlpful to km>w with what frequency a _iven value ¢_f_ will o_ cur.
Equation 3 relates _ t_ the thr(_e basic ._'bital parameters i° O, and _- k (_eo

Figure 2:2). To determine the stati_tical dtstributi_u of_, some assump-
tions concernin_ the distribution _f these orbital parameters must be made.

For the purp_se of numerical evaluati-n0 the foll¢_winta assumptions
are made :

l) The orbits of the I,AS and DRS are circulal': thus, _)ver an

e×te,%<lcd time period, the angle {} will be unlfo,'udy distributed
between 0 and 360 deszrees.

2) Over a complete mission, allvalues oftl_e angle+-k between
0 and 360 (lc_recB will occur with equal frequent.y0

3) The inclination, i, remains consta_lt. -----_

4) The altitude of ti_e LAS is 500 statute miles.

The-last assul_ption determines the la_axlmum value of (#, which ca.a
be shown to be 108.7 dc_rees. Any vaiue of+, determined fromEq.uatlon 3
which is greater than this value, is meaniz_le_s since the earth blocks
transmission between the two spacecraft re:: larger separation angles. And
when transmission is blocked° no direct or multipath si.gnal is received;
thus, communication terminates or is reestabllshed via another DRS for
which the separation angle allows transmission.

Based on these assumptions, a computation was made of both the
relative frequency and the cumulative frequency of tiue sepal:ation an_zle, +,
for LAS inckia_ations of 0, 30, 60, and 90 degrees. The results are shown it_

Figures 2-8 and 2-9. From Figure 2-8, it can be seen that the density func-
tions peak at the inclination an_le. Figure 2-9 can be used to estimate the
percentage of time for which the separation angle lies in a _ziven range. Fo:c
example, for an inclination of.-h0 degrees, the separation angle, (_° lies
between 40 and 80 degrees 66.4 - 15.8 = 50.6 percent of the time° Fi}zure
2-I0 indicates the effect of LAS altitude.

2, 2 EARTtt REFLECTION AND SCATTERING

Mathematical modelin_ tff electromagnetic energy reflection from the
earth's surface requires assumptions c_ncerning the roup, hness in order to
arrive at analytical expressions useful for _,btaining numerical results.
Based upon the results currcspondin_ to two (}r more roughness conditiot_8,
refle_:tion characteristics ft_r intermediate rt_ughness condlt't_ns may be esti-
mated. In this study, both smooth anti rough models are employed to esti-
mate reflection for these conditions anti intermediate conditions. The

assumptions asso_'iatcd with these two models will bc discussed in the next
two subsecti,_ns. But, bef¢_re proccerling with the analysis assuciated with

Z-9
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th_ne twoe_trome _urfaco c_ndttions, adiscussian of what ccJnstttutes a
rough or _mooth earth is warranted,

A. surface in defined as _mo_th when the fiold_ reflected by the. _ur_
face from an incident plane wave propagate only in a single direction, This
implie_ that the fields reflected by one portion of the surface are highly cor-
related or in a fixed relationship to fields acatterod by ether portions of the
surface so that the reflected energy propa, gat¢ as a wave in a _ingle direc-
tion. Similarly,_a surface is qualitatively defined as rough when the fields
scattered by the surface from an incidence plane wave _re diffuae or propa-
gate in various directions.

To provide a-quantitative criterion for surface rou_,hness, consider
two poillts on a £1at surface separated by a height diffeluance, h, as shown-in
FL_ure 2-11. The waves reflected from tl_ese two surface paintr,_ will differ
in.phase by an amount given by

,_ 4_ h cos 0x (is)

where 0 is the angle of incidence as shown in Figure 2-11 and kis the EM
wavelength. For a surface with randomly distributed surface variations, a
surface snmotl_ness factor, q, may be defined by

4rr0- cos 0

q = k (14)

where o" is the standard deviation of the surface variation. Although the_e is
no sharp change from a smooth to rough surface, a criterion often used as a
dividing line is the Rayle4gh criterion which states that a mooth earth satis-
fies the following inequality

q < w_2 (1_)

=

If the surface variations are normally distributed, then it can be :;_
shown (see Reference 2, pages 80-89) that for a fat, perfectly reflecting
surface, the fraction of the incident power which is reflected as coherent

radiation is given by a coherency factor, p, defined by
!

2

O = e "q (1 6)

2-11
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Thus, a surface satisfying the R,_ylei_h criterion ff_r smoothness may reflect

only _. 5 percent of the im'idont radiati_)l: colmrently.

A more restrtvtive smoothness _-rtteritm might require that the

portion of the incident power coherently reflected by a smooth surface be at
least 90 percent. This leads to.zt--criteriun for sn_oothnesn of,

q ,: o, _24 (17)

Similarly, a restrictive criterion for a rough surface might require that the
portion of the incident power coherently reflected by a rough surface be IIO
more than l0 percent. This leads to a crite_'_-nft_rroughness of:

q > I. 5_ (18)

The regixon 0.324 < q < 1.52 can be considered a transition region, both
specular and diffuse scattering being present.

The Beatffort sea state scale is presented in Table 2-1 where wind
speed and the rn_s surface variation, u',_are related. Figure Z-lZ-shows the
surface smoothness factor, q, as a function of o' and incidence angle for the
VHF frequency of 140 MHz. The values of rms surface variation used for
this figure correspond to those of Table 2-1. It can be seen that, for most
sea states, the surface is not smooth except eli very large incidence angles,

and for most of the higher sea states, the surface is rough for a wide range
of incidence angle. But, for values of 0 between 0.03 and 0. fi hatters, the
surface roughness lles i:t the transition region, causing the reflected radia-
tion-to have both coherent and incohert, nt compont, nts. I,'or higher frequen-

cies, the earth appears rougher and the reflected power will be principally
incoherent for all sea states and all angles except near grazing.

Modeling of rough surfaces based upon assumed surface statistical
properties has been successfully att_ :aapted for three roughness conditions:

I) q :. 0

2) 0 < q < 1

3) q > 2.14

Barrick and Peake (Reference 4) dt, velop expressions for reflected power cor-
responding to 0 < q < 1 without usln_ the Kirchoffappl'oxin_ation required by
Beckniann (Reference Z) anti others, Ilowever, as is noted in Reference d,

these expressions are most applicable to backscattering, whereas LAS/DRS
geometry leads principally to forward scattering, except at small separation
angles. And, for the frequencies of interest in tiffs study, i.e., f _ 136 Nlllz,
the earth's surface will appear to be very rouph (q _ 3) 21rest of the tinle for

Z-13
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I qq

' ATABLE a-l, RELATIONSItlD AMONG BEAUFORT SEA _T TE SCALE,

WIND SPEED, AND ]_MS SURFACE VARIATION

Be_tufort R MS Surface

Sea State Wind Speed, "Variation,
Sgale knots or, .mOte r s

............... -- .... ,r........

1 1_3 0.02-
2_ 4-6 0.09

] 3 7-10
0.30

4 11-16 0.88

5 17-Z/--- 2-.I

[ 6 2"2-27 4.0
I

7 28-33 7.0

8 34-40 11.3

9 41 -47 17.4

i0 48-55 2_. 2

I 1 I 56-63 35. 0

I small separation angles. Thus, only two models are used in this study: theslightlyrough model of Reference 2, which includes perfectly smooth condi-
tions, and a v-el:yrough model developed and d[scussed in References Z, 8, 9,
and 13. Itis felttheftintermediate cDndltions can be estimated from the

_ results of these two models. Each model consists of a single mathematical
expressior) for the ratio of received reflected power and received direct
power. For convenient reference, the models will be called ..q.uam_h and

{ rough earth models, respectively.

I 2..3 SMOOTH EARTH
"-. First consider reflectionfrom a smooth plane surface. There is no

simple rule for computing the exact fieldsreflected by such a surface, but

field be obtained as follows. When the source of theapproximatean may
waves is far from the reflecting plane, the incident waves are substantially

plane waves over any limited area. Because the angle at which a plane waveI is reflected by the surface is equal to the angle of incidence, the reflected

wave appears to come from an image source (Reference Z). Referring to

__!
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Figure 2_13, the source or transmitter is located at T0 _adiating a field of
strengthS. The image i_ located at T' and of strength R-c times S, where

R C is the surface reflection coefficient which depends on the angle of inci-
dehce and polarization of the wave. This is the same result obtained by ray

theory or geometrical optics which arc baaed on the assumption that the,
c,h, ctromagnetic fields behaz-_,.I.ocaily as piane_vc, n.

Assuming for the moment that-the electromagnetic field is a scalar
quentity, the equations for t ,tm-z-_,e.£ved direct and reflected signal_ are
given, respectively, by

G 1 G2 k '_

Pd ::- 2 p (19)
(4_r)2 '¢o

G3 G4k2 I] 2 (20)= _"PR c

Pr (4_r)2 (V L + VD )

where G 1 is the gain cff the transmitting antenr_a in the direction of the direct

path; G 2 is the gain of the receiving antenna in the direction of the direct ,]
path; P-is the transmitted power; k is the wavelength; G 3 is the gain of the
transmitting antenna in the direction of the reflection path;.G 4 is the gazn of :I
the receiving antenna ha-the direction of the reflection path; Rc is the Fresnel
reflection coefficient; and VL° VD, and Y-o are defined in Figure 2-13.

Electa'omagnetic fields can be represented as vectors, and the reflec-
tion of electromagnetic plane waves is dependent on the polarization of the I

EM wave where polarization refers to the orier_tation of the vector repro- i
senting the electric field, E. When considering reflection from a _mooth
surface, this direction is most conveniently referenced to the transmission
planej L e. 0 the plane containing the incoming propagation direction, the
surface normal, and reflection propagation direction.

Referring to Figure 2-14, the polarization of an EM wave with respect
to the reflecting surface and transmission plane is defined. The horizontally

polarized plane wa,='_ electric field is perpendicular to the transmission
plane, whale the vertically polarized component lies in this plane. Note,

Figure 2-1 3 shows that, by convention, the componer_t of Evi (the incident
vert, iz_l field), which is parallel to the reflecting surface, changes direction

upon reflection. All other field components remain in their original direc-
- ties. Using these conventions with Equations 16 or 17, only the Fresnel

reflection coefficients are needed to compute the received power.

w Z-17
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2.3.1 Reflection Coefficients

A. theoretical expression for the reflection coefficient of a plane earth
may be obtained directly from Maxwell's equations, The earth is character-
ized by its relative complex dielectric constant, ¢'.

c' : __c. 6o jXc (21)
Co

who-re _ is the earth's dielectric constant, c is tlle earth' s-conductivlty0 c o is
.,: the free space dielectric constant, and X is the free space--wavelen_tho The----
_! reflection coefficients of a snmoth plane earth surface are then given by:

Vertical polarization:

Horizontal polarization:

• 1Rh = (22b)

cos 0 + ./¢' + sin 26

where e is the angle of incidcace.

Figures 2.-15 through 2-18 show the magnitude and phase of R h and Rv
as a function of the incidence angle. For vertical polarization, the incidence
angle where the reLlection coeff._:ienf b___ -_n_mum magnitude _s called the
Brewster angle.

From these curves, the following points are nfinterest:

1) The reflection coefficients for land are relatively independent of
radio wave frequency (for the frequency ranRe of interest in this
study).

2) The pseudo-Brewster angle is 72 de_rees for earth and between
82 to 85 degrees for sea in the frequency range of interest.

' 2-19
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I

3) For angle_ of incidence lass than the p_eudo=I_rawstor angle, the

angle of the horizontal reflection coefficient is near 180 degrees
and the angle of the vertical reflection coefficient is near 0 de_r_es.

Thus, for angles of incidence less than tlle pseudo-Brewstor
angle, the horizontal and vertical reflection coefficients differ by
appro×in_ately 180 de_rees, which means a predominantly ri_lht
circularly polarized wave will be reflected as a predominantly left
circulal"ly polarized wave.

4) For angles of incidence less than the pseudo-Brewster angle, the
reflectim_ coeffi¢_ients of the se_ are greater than _hc-reflection----
coefficients of the land.

2.3. _ Divergena;e Factor

To this point, the model used in analyzing the reflection of EM waves-
by the smooth-earth assumed the earth was an infinite snuo0th plane. A
divergence factor, D, may be defined to avcoun_ for the earth's curvature:
It is defined as the ratio of.the power reflected by the spheri¢_al earth-to the q

reflected4ay an infinite plane. 1
power

Referrizzg to Figure Z-4, simple geometric calculations lead to a
dlverRence factor given by (see Reference 2):

1
D (Z3)

(1 +¢)(1 + _/cos 8)

wher e

- RE (VLs + VDS)

tl_E is the radius of the earth.
]

A more precise analysis by Bremmer (Reference 17) gives the diver-
gence factor D as

D : s2 2 (25)1 + _ (1 + co 0)/_:os0 +F.

In later numerical computation, the more accurate Equation 25 is used.
Figure 2-19 shows the divergence factor as a function of separation angle
and LAS altitude.
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2.3.3. Slightly Rough Surface

It is shown in Reference 2 that, for a slightly rough surface whore
q << 1, a major portion of the incident power is reflected coherently in the
specular direction. The major additional assumption is that the radii of
curvat,_re of the surface be much larger than a wavelength, i.e., that the
surface consists of large-scale undulations. This condition is common for
the sea, which presents the most serious multipath problems due to its
highly reflective properties. If, in addition, the surface variation has a

! gaussian probability distribution, the power reflected by a slightly rough '
surface may be estimated by multiplyin_ the smooth surface reflected power

by a roughness coefficient which is identical to !he coherency factor, 9 ,
: defined by Equation 16.

2.3.4 Relative Power

For evaluating the effect of earth reflection on the LAS/DRS communi-
cation link, the relative magnitudes of the direct_and reflected power are of
principal interest. The reflected power may be normalized to the direct

power by defining the relative power, Rp, as the ratix) of the two. Including
the divergence factor and roughness coefficient, the _e]2Yh, e power is given
by

Numerical results using Equations 16, 21, 22, ZS, and 26 are presented
in Section 3.

Equation Z6 represents the smooth earth model where slight roughness
is included, i. e., smooth here means not rough (q < 1 ).

2.4 ROUGH EA.R_TH

'_._ scattering of electromagnetic waves by a rough surface (q >>l) is
treated extensively in References 2, 4, 8, 9, 12, and 13. The specific prob-
lem of interest ia this study was also the subject of Reference 14. But, in
the process of arriving at a formula for the relative power for the rough earth
case, the authors made many approximations, son_e of which are not accu-
rate for-all values of the geometric parameters. The approach in this study
is to use the reftected power expression derived in Reference 2, but, whereas
the authors of Reference 14 began their approximation of the required inte-
gration starting with this formula, the intent here is to perform this integra-
tion numerically via machine computation without approximation.

2-23
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In addition to aa_umi;_g that the smoothness factor, el, t_ large, a

second important asaumption in the derivation of the reflected power formula
is that the radii of curvature of the surface are large with re_pect to a wave=
length, Although this condition is nat always satisfied, e_pectally for land,
it is a common condition for the sea and for much land area. And since, as

was mentioned in the previou_ subsection, the sea is the best earth surface
rcftector, this condition is not severely restrictive.

To develop an expression for the expected value of the total received
reflected power, Pr, consider the power density, ¢, incident.on,,11
scattering patch, dS. ¢ is given by

(i 3 P
¢ "- 2 (z?)

4_rV L

where G3 is the transmitter antenna gain in the dlrc-ction of the scattering
patch, P is the radiated power, and V L is the distance from the LAS to the
scattering patch, as shown in Figux_-2_7.

The expected value of the power reflected toward the'DRS is defined in J
tertns of a scattering cross _ection by 1

<dP > =: ¢ dC (28)
S

where dC is the scattering cross section for the scattering patch dS and is
defined below. Using Equations 27 and 28, the expected value of the received

power, Pr, reflected from dS is given by

2
G 3 G 4 k P

> = (4rt)3 2 V 2 dC (29)
<tlPr VL D

where G 4 is the receiver antenna gain in the direction of dS, and _rD is the
distance-from this patch to the DRS, As in the previous subsection, the quan-

_:: tity of major interest is the relative power, defined for a rough surface as
the expected value (average) of the ratio of received reflected power to-
received direct power. Combining Equations 19 and 29

<P ", "v' 2 1" G3 G4
Rp .-: <_'-Pr r o

: : Jq VL2 2 tic (30)Pd Pd 4Tr G1 G2 "VD
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where $ repreaenta the total aurface area common to the view of both
vehicle a.

2,4, 1 Scattering Cro_s-Section

If the surface variaiim_ is consi<ler¢d to have random characteriatics,
fwhich appears to be a good assumption for a large area, then letermmation

of the scattering cross section requires statistical analysis. The details of
the required analysis are 1)resented in Reference 2 and will not be repeated
here. It is shown in Reference 2 thata sl_atlstlcal distribution of the surface

variation about a mean value is sufflclcnt for determining radiation fields.
But this distribution does not describe the surface completely because it
does not account for tl_e separation of the peaks and valleys. A second rune-

' tion, the autocorrelation function, may be used to descr£be this aspect of the
surface and is necessary for determining the averag.e reflected power. In

_ this study, the following two assumptions a_:e made about the nature of these
two futzctlonsa_

l) The surface height variation about a. zero mean value is distributed
according to the _aussian density function

1 -z"/20 "_
.. p(z) : _ e

i
where 0- is the standard deviation or m._s variation value defined

in Subsection 2.2. For this study, this distribution is assumed t_,----_
apply over the entire surface of each elemental scattering patch.

2) The surface autocorrelation fmlction is _iven by

A(x) : e "x2/T2

where x represents the distance between two surface points, and
T is a constant called the correlation distance.

An important point concerning the autocorrelatlon function is that it applies to
any two points regardless of the angular orientation of the line segment
between them; thus° the roughness is considered isotropic. The gaussian
autocorrelation function is employed by Beckmann (Reference 2), Stogryn
(ReferenCe 9), Hagfors (Reference 11), Barrick (Reference 13), and othcrs;
but t.'ung and Moore (R_,ft.rcnce 18) SUg_t'Sl a ll)orc complex function which
they claim is better behaved. Although this function may be made to account
for smaller scale roughness in addition to the large, undulatln_ roughness by
introducing an additional parameter, it still behaves like a _aussian function

for very large roughness q ::." l. No experimental evidence has yet been

•'-- Z5
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p_'e_entod to verify the autoct)rrelation function of Fun_ anti !vi<,aro, and, in
addition, no single mathen_atical O_ln'O_ion f.r the scattering cr_)s_:

sectioni_ possible, q'hu_, tim me)re tractable solution re_ulting from the
above two _tatt_tical as_umption_ i_ u_od hove.

Ba_ed upon thl_ _tatisticaldeucriptim_ of the _urfac_, a lengthy deriva-
tion, the details of which are given in Reference _,,. yields tim follov'int:
expression for the scattering cro_s section, dC_:

l_ C tan _

tic " "_/ 4 exp dS (31)
'l _" cOS Y tl2

where Rc is the reflection coefficient corresponding to 0 s in Figures 2-7 and
2-20; Y is the angle between YB; and the local vertical, Rs, as shown in
Figure 2-201 dS is the area of the surface patch; and _lis dcflned as the
roughness factor given by

The roughness factor (:an be shown to be the rms value of the surface
slope with respect to local horizontal. 't

The _cattering cross section dC corresponding to the surface patch dS
can be intaxpreted as the portion of the pa_=ch dS which is oriented in such a
way as to provide specular reflection from the LAS to the I)RS.. From Fig-
ures 2-7 and 2-20, it can be seen that as the distance on the earth between
dS and the specular point increases, the shale ,Y , also increa,,es and, hence,

the scattering cross section decreases. ]
/

2.4.2 Shadowing . i
, !

The derivation of Equation 31 assumes that every region oi',the surface 1
patch, dS, contributes to the scattered fields. This assumption neglects the "

shadowing of a surface by itself, an effect that is very important at l_rge i
antics of incidence which correspond t_, large satellite separation angles, i
Indeod, the shadowing effect reduces the scattered fields to zero at an angle
of incidence of 90 degrees.

Several authors have treated the subject of shadowing° Beckmann
(Reference 19) derives a shadowing t'unctiollwhich yields the portion of a sur-
face area not shaded, i.e., that portion which is illuminated by the incide.nt
radiation. Thi_ shadowing function involves the int'idence angle, 0 , anti
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roughnet4s parameter, q, and il may he inlerproted an the prob;_hiltty of a
g_ven point on lhe surface being illuminated. Beckmarm claimed that this
flhadowing function should be hwlud_,d a_ a nmltiplicativo factor in the
exprassion for average rt, fleult_d power given by Equathm 29.

Iiowever, Brockelnlan and Ilagfort4 (Roferent:e gO) claim that the
ahadowlng functloll should be the ccmditional probability that a point is
illuminated given Ihat Ihe surface at that point ia properly oriented for
reflection. 1)robahility fundanwntals favor this latler approach, q'he

probal_llit.y_ that the surface at a point is properly oriented is given 'by
dC/dSlRc[" (_,,,, Equatiou 31)o 'l'hus, if

A : occurrence of propt,rly orie_ed surface

13. :_ occurrence of illumination the shadowing)

then the probability that the surface at a point will be both properly oriented
and unshaded is given by

P(A, B) P(A)P(I'/A) '1
'1

,j
1
i

whe re d
q

P(A) dC/dslitcl "
i

P(B/A) : shadowing I_UllC't[on, _ i

If the tw.o occurrences were independent, then P(B/?_} P(B) and

Beckmann_s approach would be valid.

]3roekelman and Itagfors were unable to develop a shadowing, function

appropriate to their approach, but both Smith (Reference Zl) and Wagner i
(Reference ZZ) were sttcce_sful. Itowever, Smith considered only illumina-
tion of the surface by the transmitter, whereas Wagner included visibility

by the receiver. If,

C :: occurrence of visibility by receiver

Wagnerls results yield the conditional probability t'(£_,C/A). Thus, for the
LAS/DRS reflection signal, Wagnt, rls results are more applicaible. Wagnerts

analysis treats reflection in two dinlensitms, but the results ap,pear to be
applicabl_ to the three-dimcnsiomfl reflection process of LAS/DRS
communication.

i
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Several now quantities mu_t be defined. The angles 01 and 0 ave
shown in Figure 2°20 and may be calculated from r

-V i , R

oi iVil I 1321

V ' R

Now define

cot 0._ 1

gi _: ']

i

cot Oz.

gr :: i--"_

(34)

1 1 exp - - erfc(gi

gi

Two cases must now be considered in calculating the probability of visibility
by both the transmitter and receiver. This probability may be expressed as

_(I_, C/A) : P(C/I3, A)_(B/A)

m_

I Case I: Forward Scatter
Referring to Figure Z-Z0, if the angle between n i and n r is less than

i _ II tl

90 degrees, then the reflection is called forward scatter. For this case',
Wagner assumes that visibility by the receiver is independent of visibility by
the transmitter° This as surnption is consist¢,nt with that mad(_ I,y oth_rs in th_,ir

.....i.,_::_;;....... ....... ............
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analyses. The expression for the shadowing function, S, is then ¢alctfiated
h_r Wagner to be given by

u(cot 0.' - tan y' ) u(cot 0 ' - tan y' ) t - e
S _ I r

(B i + B r)

where u( ) is the unit step funct[on and Oi' , Or' ,and ¥' are the angles betwecn
VL, VD, VB and the projection of Rs onto the r-eflection plarm. However,
because of the geometric relati_onship which exists between V L, VD, R s and! !!

V B, tan e i > tan y and tan Or > tan y and, hence, t

i

-(Bi+B r) i- !

S = 1 -e (35) '_
(B.+ B ) i

l r i
4

Case II:' -B_otc,.catter I

Referring to Figure Z-Z0, if the angle between n i and n r is greater --
than 90 degrees, then the reflection is termed"backscatter" and

p(c/B, A) = I

That is, if the point is visible from the LAS, then it is visible from the DRS.
This is not strictly true for three-dimensional. _eflecti_n, but, for LAS/DRS

geometry, this case arises principally when the incidence angles are small_
So both P(C/B,A) and P(B/A) will be nearly equal to unity. The shadowing
function then becomes

u(cot B.' - tan_') I - e

s = p(B/A) : B.
Z

_. where, as before, U(cot _i - tan y ) = 1. Thus,

S _: 1 - e (36)
B.

2-30 t
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I

The criterion for distinguishing between the abave twa case_-i_

n. ' n _ 0 _. Case I
l r

• < 0 ,_-Case IIni n r

The shadowing function given by Equation 35 is plotted in Figure Z-_I for the
specular point where Oi : Or. Figure Z-22 shows the various probabilities

defined ahova according to diffcrent authors as a function of 0 0 i : O r for
q = 0.4.

Z.4.3 Divergence Factor

Itshould be noted here that this -ough surface anal_rsisdoes not
include a divergence factor, and rightfullyso. The divergence factor is
proper for the smooth earth case, but for the rough earth, the earth's
curvature is automatically accounted for by the geometrical computations

implicit in the determination of y,VL. and V D in Equation 31.

Z.4.4 Relative l_ower

Combining Equations 30 and 3] and including t1_eshadowing func-
tion, the relative power-for a rough surface is given b_,

l_p = 4v G I G 2 2 2 4 exp - dS (37)
VL z V D q cos y _---_1 ]

This equation repre.sents the rough earth model, but the effects of antenna
polarization have not yet been considered. In the next two subsections, the
effects of reflection on an arbitrarily polarized wave and the description of
antenna characterist.ics are treated to provide more complete interpretation
of R and the antenna gains.c

2. 5 DEPOLARIZATION

Equation 37 may be used to estimate the relativepower for radia-

tion which is polarized either vertically or horizontally with respect to the
surface, i.e., for which the electric field vector is oriented parallel to or

2-31 l
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perpendicula:= to the reflection plane. For instance, for vertical
polarization, the reflection coefficient, R v, must be substituted for Re, and _

the gains G1, GZ, G 3, and G4must correspond to the respective antenna
gains for this polarization. But, when the electric field vector is oriented

arbitrarily with respect to the _eflection plane, both reflection coefficients
must be used in calculating the reflected wave, and the polarization of the

i reflected wave may be radically altered. This phenomenon is treated briefly
in Reference Z, but the development and results are difficultto apply to the
scattering problem of interest in this study.

To derive the depolar-_zationequations, the three coordinate systems
= shown-in Figure 2-23 will be used. _:he unit vectors are defined as follows:

ki lies alone the incider_tpropagation direction; ehi is perpendicular to the
:' plane containing ki and the radius, RS, from the earth's center to the reflect.......

- ing point S; evi is orthogonal to ki and.ehi as shown; s3 coincides with the
bisector of'the angle between V i and Vr; s I is perpendicular to the reflecting

" plane defined by V i and Vr; sz lies in this plane _ _hogonal to sI and s3; k r
lies alor_gthe reflectionp ropagatior_direction to th_ receiver; ehr is per-
pendicular to the plane containing kr and RS; and err lies in this plane per-
pendicular to kr. T____hesedefinitionsmay be translated mathemat£cally as
follows :

k.1 x R S kr x R S

= xk
evi = ehi x k i err ehr r

k - k.
r 1

s =

V.x V k. xk

1 r = _ I r_ (39)
S l- IVi x Vri I ki x krl

k +k.
r

s2 = Ik + k'[t r 1

2-33
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I

The o.lectrLc field vector may be expressed in terms _f _' •
transmission unit vector_

:- . e (40)
E L Ehi ehi 4- Evi vi

The quantities Ehi aa_d _vi are complex numbers defined by

j(_t + _h )

Ehi _'_Qhi e ...

j(_t + _v )
E :::Q.cvi vx

:_ For.this analysis, the time varying base, e jc°t, can be omitted since only

_: the relative phases between the two components are important. Thus,

1
jo h J % ]

• e (41)
Ehi = Qhi e levi = Qvl ]

The first step in the development is to decompose E i into components

parallel to and perpendicular to s_. It is useful also to maintain the identity
of the originalpolar.ization directmns in these components. Thus, the fol- J
lowing definitions are made for the components of E.

Ehh s : perpendicular to s 3, originated from Ehi

Ehv s : parallel to s 3, originated from Ehi

Evh s : perpendicular to s 3, originated from Evi

Evv s : parallel to s 3, originated from Evi

:'-- 35



It can be seen from the vector definitions of Figure 2-23 that

Ehh =Zhi +

Ehv s = Ehi (ehi' s 3) s 3

(42)

[(evi" s l) s I +(evt' s.2) s2]EvEs = Evi

Evv s = Evi (evi' s3) s3

In the reflection process, _:t_s and Evhs require the reflection coefficient

for horizontal polar-tzation_ R h, while Ehvs and ]_vvs require the vertical
reflection coefficient, Rv, The next step is to apply the reflection coefficient
to the vectOr-field.components of Equations 42"and then to express the field
with respect to ehr and-err coordinates. The. foil,owing definitions will
s imp.l.if. Z..the, _..re,_u l t.!ng 9 xp r_e.s s ion s.

Ahh = (.ehi' sI) (eb." sI) + (eh_ • s2) (ehr" s2) \

Bhh = (ehi. s3) (ehr-" s3)

Ahv : (ehi' s l) (evr • s 1) + (e.h i • s Z) (evr • s2)

Bhv = (ehi" s 3) (evr" s3)

(43)

Avh = (evi" s I) (ehr" sI) + (evi" s2) (ehr' s2)

Bvh : (evi" s 3) (ehr" s 3)

A :: • s )(e • sI)+ • s2) •vv (evi 1 vr (evi (evr s2)

B _: • s 3 ) • s3) /vv (evi (evr

Z-36
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Then

Ehh r = Ehi (R h Ahh + R v 1Bhh) Ehi Khh

Ehv r = Ehi (R h Ahv + B.v Bhv) = Ehi Khv

(44)

Evh r = Evi (R h Avh + R v Bvh) = Evi Kvh

:: E (E.h Avv + R ]3 ) = E . KEwv vi v vv vl vv

where Ehi, Evi, R h, and R v are complex m.lmbers.- The received electric
field vector is given by

Er = (Ehhr + Evh-r--) ehr + (Evvr + Ehvr) err

(45)

= Ehr ehr + Evr evr

Equations 44 prese.rve the depolarization process in that-Ehv r is the compon-
ent of the reflected electric field in the evr direction , which originated from

the ehi component of the transmitted field.

2.5. 1 Polarization Factor :.1

A convenient method for describing the field is via a polarization 'i,

factor, P, defined by ]
!

E

v (46) j
P . Eh

since E v and E h are components in some coordinate system, t J is also refer-
enced to that coordinate system. For instance, from Equation 41

E G j(_v-_h )
t'. " vi _ vi e (47)

l Ehi Ghi _:

2-37
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represents the polarization of the transmitted fieldwith respect to the kl,

ehi, Cvi coordinates. And

Ei = Ehi(lUi evi +-Chi) (48)

From Equation 45, it can be seen that

E- +E
p __vr = Evvr _hvr- (49)

r = Ehr Ehh r .+ Evh r

Using Equations 44 and 46, Pr can be expressed as a function o£ Pi"

Pi(Rh A + R B + R h + R F, K + Khvvv v vv ) Ahv v Bhv t vv= , = (50)
Pr Pi (Rh Avh + B'v Bvh) + Kh Ahh + Rv Bhh Pi Kvh + Khh

Since most of the reflected pow.er is reflected from the earth's sur-
face near the transmission plane defined in Subsection Z. 1, a special case
of interest occurs for smooth earth geometry when Vi, Vr, and R S of Fig-
ure Z-Z3 are all coplanar, i. e. 0 when the incident and.reflected power both
lle in the transmission plane. For this case ehi, s 1, and ehr are parallel

and evi° err° s 3' and s z lie in the transmissioa-{)lane. It can he showx_ that

Ahh = 1

Bh h = Ahv = Bhv = Avh = Bvh = 0

A = -cos z O
VV

. Bvv = sinZO

!
Z-38
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and _o Equation 50 reduces to

A
Vr _ v, sin 2 0 - co_ _-0]

\Rh / (51)

When 0 = 90 deg=eo_, it canbe seen from Figures g-15 and 2-16 that

R v= Rh; thus, Pr" P.,._ and. the -two coordinate systems coincide. Conse_
quentl 7, the polarizatmn Is unchanged. When O = 0 degrees, Pr :: "Pt'

: thus thu reflected polarization is 180 degrees different in phase with respect
to the receiver coordinates than that which was transmitted. Tl_en, for

_ instance, if the LAS is transmitting a right circularly polarized wave o_vmi-
dircctionaliy away from the spacecraft (a-hyp0theticaL case for illustration-
only), and the DRS is "overhead" (¢ = 0, 8 = 0), then the wave reflected
toward the DRS w_ll bu left ci=.cularly polarized, This phenomenon allows

the possibility of discrindnation between the d.iz.c.cL.a.ad, reflected signals and
is discussed further in Section 4.

Z.5. 2 Power Reflection Coeff__¢__e_

For a general polarization, a power reflection coefficient,. I'r, can

This reflection coefficient replaces the que_ntity [Rc[ z in Equa-be defined.

lions 26 and 37 and is defined by

I IZ _ specularly reflected powerUr = Rc incident power

IEh,I2+lEv,I2

From the definitions of the polarization factors given by Equations 47
and 49

z-39
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2. 6 ANTENNA CHARACTERISTIC:S AND RECEIVED POWER

The characteristics of interest here are the radiation p_tttern and

polarization which must be related to the _c_ttterin_ process. The, polariz_

tion factor described in the previous _ub_ection will be useful in represent°

lug the g_in and polarization of the antenna_. There _tre five polarization
factors of interest which are referenced to coordinates _hown iu Figure Z-23.

P. = incident factor rcfer0need to ehF evi, k il

I-_r _ rcflect_'d fa, ctor ref0reuced to _:hr _ V_ r

:: (, ,, k dt-'d transmit direct factor _'¢,fereneed to ehd, vo

Prd = receiving antenna direct factor reference to ehd, evd, -k d

Prr = receiving antenna reflection factor referenced to Ohr, err, -k r

Frond the orbitalgeonaetry, it can be seen that vectors k d and k r are
separ_tted by a small angle. It is shown in Sectioza 4 that this angle is

always less than 3 degrees for LAS altitudes less than 800 n. mi.. Thus, if

the DRS is the receiving satellite, tgx. d _ Prr' and if it is the transmitter, .

lid _ Pi"

2.6. 1 Received Power

Considering only specular reflection and depolarization, the ratio,

R o, of received reflected power to dkgect power is given by

Re =l_.hdEhrd+_vdE--_dl_ iE_dl.lEhrdlZl, +L, prd,a, ,s3,

Now, by definition of the antenna power gains G 1, G2, G 3, and G 4 in
Equations Z6 and 37,

= ]2 = +

fE,,r ,lI ('+I )

Z-40
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Using Equations 39 and 46, Equation 53 bocomos

From Equations 44 and 45,

Eht " :_ Ehi Khh + Evi Kvh _ Ehi (Khh + P._ Kvh) (56)

Then from Equations 54 and 56,

°3°_I I_Ro = G I G z Khh + Pi Kvh PC (57)

where PC is the polarization coefficient defined by

_,I__(_+J__l_)(,+I_.,1_)l +1° r r

PC.- [1 +tJdi, rd 12 ) (58)• I_-(1+[_o_)(,+1_1_-

For linearly polarized antennas, Pi' Pd' Prd, and Prr are positive real
numbers. Horizontal polarization corresponds to P :: 0, while vertical

polarization corresponds to I-J =_0, which presents computational problems
in evaluating R o as given by Equation 57. To overcome this difficulty, the
inverse polarization factor, Q, may be defined by

1 Eh
Q _-ff _ _-- (59)

V
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it can then be shown by ¢_derivation identic_l to the one ;tbove theft

who r e

It may bc noted from Equations 57 and 60 that

Khh + P i Kvh-

_C := PC Kv v + Qi Khv (6Z)

Then for horizontal polarization, P =: 0, and for vertical polarization,
Q:0.

2.6.2 Relative Power

i In Equations 57 &nd 60, the terms IKhh + I_i Kvh[ 2 and
K + Qi K 2 are equivalent to 2 - ' .yv hvl IRel of Equations 26 and 37. The

polarization coefficient PC or QC is an additional term that must be inserted.

Thus, expressions for the relative power for both the smooth and rough earth
cased can be made to include the antenna characteristics and the effects of _i
depolarization.

2.6.3 Rough Earth Case

% % 2 t,c e>
Rp - 4nG1 G2 • VL l VD z Khh + lZi Kvh qZ cod4y

dS

i (63)

where dS is a small scattering patch on the earth's surface and each of the
: terms on the right side of the integral sign correspond to each dS,

g-42
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2,6.4 Smot_th E,irth Cat_e

Some _implification_ can be made for the, smooth earth ca_u by noting_

;ta wa._ done in Subsection 2.5, that l<hh : 1th, K w : R v ainA0 _ R h cotl2O,
and t¢.hv =: I{vh = 0. Then

- R h cos 2 012 QC (64,1

Equations 63 and 64 are the basis for some of the relative power calculations
discussed in this report.

Z°6.5 Antenna System Coordinates

The above development with the resulting ex-pressions requires that
the LAS and DRS antenna characteristics be known for every signi¢icant scat-

tering point as well as for the direct path direction. For actual calculation,
the gains and polarization factors can be expressed as functions o1 transmis-
sion direction with respect to a coordinate system fixed on each satellite.
Such coordinate systems were defined in Subsection 2. 1 and are shown in

Figure 2-24.

The two angles _L and COL ltelate the transmission direction V L to
the LAS coordinate system, l{eferring to Figure 2-24, it can be shown that

V L " L 1
cos _ -_ (65)

IV l

[Vi,3 [

[cos COI,[ = IV,,Isi,,_I,

l COj, ._.(v,,)_'os"(,.. VL,_i.t,L/IVL3I_ ((,(,)

/,
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Figure 2-2,4. Antenna System Coordinates
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whore sgn( ) mean_"sign of" zmd the 3mmeric subscript refers to the

component in the L 1 L_ L 3 c_ordinate_ of Figure _o_4. And, sin_c reflection
is symmetric about the transmission plane, VL3 e 0, and so

-90degreea :¢ +L _:90 degrees

0 _ _L _ 180 dcgr_t:_

Similarly, for the DRS antenna coordinates:

VD _ D 1

cos_ D = [VD[ (67)

The gains and polarization factors can be expressed as a function of _L' eL'

_D' and eD after the antennas are related to the h 1 L2 L 3 and D 1 D 2 D 3
coordinate systems.

2.6.6 Horizontal and Vertical Polarization

To provide numerical results useful fo_understanding the effects of
the seve_alparameters, two linear polarization ori_rtations will be used.
The horizontal polarization vector for both satellites will be taken as the
norma.1 to the transmission plane (the plane containing the LAS, DRS, and
earth's center.). The vertical polarization direction for each satellite will

be parallel to the transmission plane, but an arbitrary choice of direction is

i' required. For the LAS, an omni capability for vertical polarization will be
assumed. That is, the gains in the direction of the specular point and in the

direct path direction will be taken as equal. This will allow the reflection

process to be characterized nearly independent of the antenna characteristics.
Thus, for any given value of the separation angle, there are two equal vertical

2-45
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polarization vectors, VLI and VLD , corresponding to specular point incidence

and the direct path. These two vectors are illustrated in Figure 2-25 from
which it can be shown that

COS a /

where

a = 90-_-_

and the E l F-2 E 3 coordinates of S_ion 2. 1 are used.

For the DRS, the vertical polarization direction is chosen as the
perpendicular to its earth radius vector, as shown in Figure 2-25. Thus,

(0)VpD = 1 (70)

0

This appears to be the most reasonable since the DRS antenna is most likely
to be an earth coverage antenna pointed, nonainally, at the center of the

earth. Using these coordinates, the horizontal polarization vector, H,

defined above can be expressed by

(0)H : 0 (71)

1

With these definitions, an,] considering separately, horizontal and vertical
tt'ansmitters with 1 v:att of power, the gains and polarization factors could

Z-.17
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be defined according to subsections 2,6, I through 2,6,4, Itowever, this

case is of sufficient interest that additi_mal re]ationships will be developed.

First, define the fo].]owing q_tant:itios:

GHh i :: II, Ohi " ehi: j \

GHv i : II. evi :: evi 3

GVh i = VpI ' • ehi =: ehi 1 sin a + chi2 cos a

GVv i .= VpL. evi =.: evi I sin a + evi 2 cos a

) (72)

GhH r = H. ehr =: ehr 3

GvH r =-- e:: It" evr vr3

GhV r = VpD • ehr :: ehr 2

GvV r ::: Vt, D • evr :: evr 2 /

where the numerical subscripts corresponds to vector components in the

E 1 E 2 E 3 coordinate system.

It can now be shown that, if horizontal polarization in transmitted, the i

reflected, horizontally polarized field is given by l
i

III.IiRH = Ghttr (GHh i Khh + Gttvi Kvh) + GvH r (Gtlhi Khv + GHv i Kvv) (73)

where K¢v, Kvh, Klw, and Kvv arc defined in Equation 44. The reflected
vertical polarization is given by

EItRV :: GhV r(GIthi Khh + Giivi Kvh) + GvV r(GIIhi Khv + Glivi Kvvl (Td.}

i' Z-48
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Simil;trly, if verticM pt, larizatiml is transn-:tittod, the received

reflected vortical and horizontal p_fl_rizati_n is givon _'espcctively by

EVR V - GhV r(GVh i Khh + GVv i Kvh) + Gvttr (Gvh iKhv + GVv i Kvv) (75)

EVR H : Ghtir(GVh i Khh + GVv i lCvh) + Gvlir(GVh i Khv + GVv i Kvv) (76)

For direct transmission, the received horizontM polarization is given

by Equation 19 with G[ = G 2 : 1. For ve_tical polarization with the con-

vention chosen above, G l :: I and G 2 : cos"v, where v is defined in
Figure 2-25.

Combining these results with the scattering cross section as was
done above, the relative power for transmitting and receiving horizontal
polarization (horizontal-horizontal) is given by-

(Rt?) _. o S(O) exp -tan2

VL :_ VD 2 2 4 dS (77)ttH 4:r I1 cos y q2
_J

The horizontal-to-vertical relative power is given by this equation with

EHR V substituted for EIIRH.

The vertical-to-vertical relative power is given by

V 2 t ° EVltV_IS (0) \ q2
(p.p) _. o tan 2

2 2 VD 2 2 4 exp ]dS, (78)VV 4_ cos v • :sVL cos _/

and vertical-to-horizontal is given by substituting EVR H for EVR v in this
equation,

2 -'1 <)



] !

2. t]. 7 Sm.otil Earth

For the ,_:_ooth u_rth nt_Jdel wh_,re refit, orion come_ from the

specular point,

where r is defined in Figure 2-25.

Thus,

)

IR_,t : [ v° )° -]:_h_ (s01HH \V:,s+'_._

l ,o
(l?q-J)v,,: VLS + VDS \_-_-/ D

¢
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3. MULTIPATtI CHARACTERIZATION

The multipath phenomenon cannot easily be described by one quantity
or function. However, it can be usefully characterized by its major effects
upon a transmitted signal. The previous section developed expressions for
the relative power (ratio of received reflected power to received direct-

power) for both the smooth and rough earth cases involving the major..
parameters of satellite-to-satellite communication and the reflection
process. These expressions may be used to evaluate the following
three distinct but interrelated aspects of the multipath phenomenon.

l) Power transn]ission - relative power reflected by the
earth to the receiver

2) Time response - received reflected power as a function of
time

3) Frequency effects - multipa_h effect on a fixed frequency

signal

Ir providing quantitative estimates of the abov_ multipath aspects, the
effects of the following major parameters will be sKown:

1) Geocentric LAS-DRS separation angle, _p

2) LAS altitude, h

3) Transmission frequency, f

4) Surface electrical properties (sea or land)

5) RMS surface slope (roughness factor),

6) RMS surface variation, 0"

7) Antenna polarizations

3-1
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i.

_ 3. 1 POWER TRANSMISSION

Power transmission has three aspects of interest, l) magnitude
of the received average reflected power with respect to the received direct
power, 2) statistical variat:ion about this average which results in a fading
signal power, and 3) distribution of reflected power ovc_.the earth's
suz'faCe. These three aspects are discussed in this subsection.

3. 1. 1 Reflected Power

A useful quantity for evaluating the received reflected power with
respect to the received dire_t power is the relative power defimed, in Sab-

section 2.3. The relative power, Rp, is defined as the ratio of the-average
received reflected p_wcr to the received direct power.. For the smooth
earth model of Subsection Z.3, n.o statistlcalavcraging is necessary, but for
the rough earth model, such averaging is required as discussed in
Subsection 2.4.

The final mathematical expressions are given by EquatiOns 63 and 64.
Th,_se equations require that the gains and polarizations of both LAS and
DRS antennas be known for the direct path and over the scattering region.
For purposes of characterizing the multip.athphenomenon, two orthogonal
linear polarizations were chosen and are described in Subsectiom2.6.6 where
the relative power exp_'essions for these two polarization-arc d,a.rived,

Using these equations, a digital computer program was written to
compute the relative power for the smooth and rough earth models as a
function of the above mer_tioned parameters. The program and details
associated with the numerical computa-t_on arc discussed in.-Appendix A.
Since the separation angle, _, is the major geometric parameter, the l_ig-
ures of this subsection, will plot relative power as a function of _ with the
effects of other parameters shown on these coordinates.

Surface Type

It can be seen from Figures g-15 and 2-17 that reflection coefficients
for the sea arc greater than those for land. The difference bctwecn the
reflection coefficients is due to the different cl(;ctrica], properties of the
two surfaces, which are aGcounted for by the relative dielectric constant
er = ¢/¢o and conductivity, c, in Equation _-1. For this study, the following
two sets of paranacters were chosen based on Reference 23 {Table 5. 1,

page 398) which are representative of each surface type:

Sea: ¢ = 80 c = 6 mho/mcterr

Land: ¢ , 10 c I0"3 mho/meter
1"

For sea reflection, Figures 3-1a and b show the relative power as a func-
tion of separation angle, ¢, for horizontal and vertical polarization,
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renpectively, and a tran_misniot_ frequency of 140 MH_, Both the perfectly
_mot_th earth (_ = 0) and rough earth (q _- 0.1) cuae;_ are ai:own alm_g with
the cohOret_cy factor, p, defined in Subaection ?-,,?,, Tile coherency _actor
correapondn to _r = 1.0 ntoter, An mentiotted in that nubnection, the-tranaio

tion region can l_e considered to correspond to a range in the coherency
factor, p, between 0.1 (-10 dB) a.d 0.9 (=0.,tq7 dB). Thi0 region i_ _hown
in Figure_ _o la and b. Note that the re_ult_ for the perfectly smooth and
rough earth cafle_ are nearly identical, even in the tran_itiort region; thin,
it is not tmreasonable to assume that the relative power will lie between
these two value_, in the tran_itiox_-region or, at n_ost, be equal to their sum.

Equally important is th¢_ naturu of the reflecte.t power. As discuss_;d
in Subsections _° 3 ar__J 2.4, the power reflected fro_ a s_:v.xooth or slightly
rough earth is phast_ coherent, while th0.t reflected from a rough t:arth is
incoherent. In the transition region, it is to bu expt_ctcd that the total
reflected power will consist of both types. Using the coherency factor cor-
responding to the girt, value of o', the relativ_incoherent and coherent
power, respectively,..aru shown in Figures 3-2a and b,. This method of

representing the relative power appears to be the most appropriate and
win be used ,ubsequently in this.-_._ation..

Figures 3-2a and b also show the relative incoherent and coherent
power for nominal land reflection° Sin.c-e the reflection coefficients for land

are relatively indep,mdent for frequencies in the range of 140 MHz to
15 GHz, the incoherent curve remains the same o.ver thi'_ range, but the

coherent power is reduced to a rvegligible amount for nearly o.ll s_paration 1
angles with frequencies above 2 GHz. It can be seen that the relative power
for-...sea--a'eflection is greater than that for land reflection.

Inasmuch as the sea covers approximately .'0 percent of the earth's .]
surface and, at the same time, represents the worst-case reflection, this
surface will be used for the remainder of this section to show the effects j
of other parameters. Typical roughness parameters for the sea correspond
to 0.05_<q _<0. 1 and , = 1.0 meter° When the effects of other parameters

are being studied, q = 0.1 and cr --- 1.0 will be used. ]

Transmission Frequency t

The effect of transmission frequency can be seen in Figures 3-3a 1
and b. As the frequency increases, the earth appears me-re and more
rough, with the result that the reflected power is incoherent for almo.st all
separation an_les at frequencies ab_ve 2 GHz,

* Ņ

, o , _ - -_ .... o • o
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LAS Altitude

The effect at' LAS altitude on th_ r_,,lativc power tn shown in
Figures 3-4a and h for a frequency or 140 Mtlz. The relativt; pewee
decrc.ases as tim altitude increases,

Roughness Paramet_:rs

The rou_.,hm:ssfactor, q, reproseniing the rms surface stop_,,and th_
surface rms height variation, a, are clearly not:independent wtriabh:._as
can I)c scc, n from the definition

wherc_ T is the correlation length. However, as the surface becomes rougher,
it is apparent thai: 0"increases and T decreases. Thus, 'l will experiencv a
greater variation than (_. Experimental studies discussed in Reference 2

show that the rms slope varies between 0 arid 16 degrees, corresponding to 'l
a maximum variation in q from 0 to about 0.3. More common values cor-

I

respond to 0.05 _ q "-:0. 1. The followiug data indicate the relationship :)J
between q and 0-used to product, Figures 3-5a and b.

q II_ere r s

0.05 0.05

0.1 1.0

O,Z 1.5

0.3 g.O

3. 1.2 Fading

It is of interest to consider the fading of a single transmitted CW

frequency, Modulation on this signal will change the fading characteristics,
but the analysis of thi.s situation is beyond the scope of this study. A
coherently reflected signal will cause fading with a beat frequency equal to
the difference in doppler shift between the direct anti specular reflection
paths. This difference depends on both the separation angle and satellite
velocities with respect to the transmission plane. Doppler shift is dis-
cussed ill Subsection 3.2. If the reflected and direct signal powers are

nearly equal (Rp = 0), then tile fade will be deep. The ratio of total power
and direct power will have the maximum and minimum values given by
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l[_! _}'rl'_d ca._il.y calculated for a pal, titular gmn_vtry aml a value for Rp. flow=
(_V¢}I'_ lht' i.ll¢'Oht_l'l}lll Ci|.t4¢.: l'¢_¢[litl't_H C¢ill,"ild¢'l'i1.|}|o ;_,lldl].y_}_.

Ill Stll_t!cl.iOlt_,,,].jthe} Pv.iaAtVl} pOwt:1' fl}l'ill¢Olh_l't;l}lrvfh,_ion l'l'oDi

a vougll ¢:arlhsul'l'aceis dvl'in_:da_ lhv ral,}oof lhv avvt'agv rvfh;clt:dpowvr
and clLr_:vipowt_r. VarhdLon from this averagv t'osuLtsin l'atlh_. Llt_,.rthe
a_umpt_on_ about lh¢_ _lati_l:ica} tmt.ur_._ of the: _urfa_: _ivcn in _ub-

see'lion 2,4, [i can bc shown that the vnvetope of t.hc r¢:t'tcctcd cLc, ciric l'ivkl

has what is known as t:ho Raylvigh disfrilmtion (Rei'vrvnce 2), '.L'hc voltage it_

thv recc_iver is directly proportional to the,-¢h;ctric fi_:td, aml so th¢; prob-

ability of the cnvt:lope of the: voltage, v, lyh_g bclwvon ll_-valttu_ a and b is
Riven by

la "x -x"/r"
P ia __v.-_b) - _ e dx

I"

where r is the i'n_s vah_e of Ihu voltage. '" ,Stnct, t hu ruccivud power is

proportional Io Ihe square or' lh¢2 voltagt_, a changt_ of variable yiclds thc. ..

distribution for t:he received reflected powvr P . 'J1'

d

1

P(B -A) _: I .t " _ "
i r - <t_ " t2 r dz .z t; 1"

i:. ._\l r !
i i.

where <PI' " dellolt:.s flit; average rt, flvc|ed powt, r (st,c b]tluat[oll 29}. Thus,

Iht' probability Ihttl: Lilt: instalilalluotts .rt;fh, ctt:d powcl' [8 K t.inu_s grt,at.or

than lht, avt, ragt, iS simply givt, n by.

- k

I_(1_|. -_ k <t' "') e1,

anti is piott_,d in l,'[gurv, 3-7. Note that Iht, probability of Pr bt, in,a _rvatvr

tho|l "'t'1." is t)tlly Oo 37, tlt)t 00 q,
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If the total-reflected plus direct signal_ is considered, the

instantaneous power, Pt, can be _hown to haw, the, Riciam-dZ_ribution
given by

Defining the power ratio, Pit' by

Pt

PR =_dd"

where, again, P+ is the instantaneous total power. The probability distri-
bution of PR can_be determined as was done in Reference 24. The results
are repeated here as Figure 3-8.

This figure may be used to estimate the amount of time in which a
given.amount of fade will occur. For instance, if Rr= = -4 dB-, then f_'om

Figure 3-8, the amount of time that Pt < Pd, i. e., P(PR < 0 dB:!, is about
40 percent. And the probability that Pt < Pd/10 is about Z percent. The
inverse probability distribution-is shown in Figure 3-9. A special proba-

bility scale is used to show the probability that PR will 1._ greater than a
given value, l_rom this figure for R_ = -4-.riB, it can be seen that

95 percent of the time PR >-7 dB. _Zither one of these figures in combina-
tion with the _elative power curves will allow a determination of the relative
frequency of fading for the rough earth case.

3. 1.3 _qurfaccReflectivity Distribution

For reflection of a plane wave by a smooth surface, most of th_
reflected signal comes from the first few Fresncl zoneS. In fact, the

total reflected signal is approxiznately half the signal reflected by the first
Frcsnel zone. For small transmitte_ and/or roc_civer heigh£s above the
reflecting surface, other important contributions in the reflected field come
from the area just in front of the transmitter and receiver. For the LAS/DRS
geometry, the major reflecting area is the first few Fresnel zones.

As an illustration of the size of the active scattering region,
Table 3-1 shows the size of the first Fresncl zone for various conditions.
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TABLE 3-I. SIZE OF FIRST FRESNEL ZONE i
(LAS altitude = 300 n. mi. )

]l 400 8000 ................. !

_'roquency, MHz 1-35 [

Satellite separation angle, 0 90 0 90 0 90
in degrees

FirstFresne[ zone area, 0.4 2.0 0.13 0.66 0.0066 0.033
square mil_s

Table 3-1 emphasizes how extremely small the active scattering
region really is for the perfectly smooth ea=th. These regions correspond
to a subtending central angle less Lhan 0.01 degree.

For a rough surface, most of the zeflected energy com_s from near
the specular point, but the active scattering region is much larger than the
Fresnel zones of the smooth earth model. The surface roughnes_deter-
mines the size of these regions, whereas, in the smooth earth case,
optical considerations determine the Fresuel zones. In addition, the

antenna gains in the direction of a scattering point and the correspo_.ding
reflection coefficient also affect the power reflected from the surface near
that point. Thus, both the gains and polarizatlon_for each antenna and for
every sca.ttering point must be known in order to calculate the relative

power reflected from each point. 1

However, to provide some insight into the refiectLvity distribution, ..
both the antenna characteristics and the reflection coefficient will be dis-

regarded by defining a geom_.t2ical reflection factor, FR, given by ..........7

S(O) tan ?- y ]

FR = 2 VD2 2 4 exp - dS i4_ V L q cos Y q2
I

This factor is a function of the separation angle, LAS altitude and surface t
' t

location. If the altitude is kept constant, variation withe and distance I
from the specular point can be shown graphically. Figure 3-10 shows Fp
as a function of the distance from the specular point along a line paralleI _ ]
to and very near the transmission plane, the distance from it being about
15 miles. Figure 3-11 shows F R as a function of the distance from the
specular point in a direction no"mal to the transmission plane.

Note in Figure 3-10 that the surface distribution is significantly
different fore -90 degrees than for the smaller separation angh's shown.
This result is consistent with the analytical results of Spizzichino
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(Reference 2, pp. _57-264) showing that, for small grazing angles, a
significant portion of the reflected energy comes from points nearer to the
receiver and transmitter than the specular point. Small grazing angles
resulting in this phenomenon correspond to large separation _,ngles.

3. 2 TIME RESPONSE

Sincep as seen in Subsection 3. 1.3, the scattering region is a signi-
ficant geomet_ric area on the earth's surfa.c_, energy reflected toward the
receiver from different parts of this region arrives at different times.
Further, from the geometric considerations of Subsection 2. 1, the length of
the direct path and specular point refh.mtion path are different for various
values of separation angle.

A simple calculation involving path length shows that,, for low.altitude
orbits, i.e., altitudes-between 100 and 1000 miles, the dix.ect path ti.me delay
lies in the range of 115 to 155 milliseconds. Both the direct p.ath-time delay
and time delay for specular point reflection as a function of separation angle
can be corn-puled and plotted. But a more meaningful quantity for this study
is the difference of these two time delays. This difference, defined as the

specular differ-ential time delay, iz_ shown in Figure 3-12- as a function of
separation angle,oh. The reflection path is always longer than the direct path,
and so the specular d_fferential time delay is the amount of time the energy
reflected from the specular point: lags the corresponding direct path energy.

It can be shown that the specular reflection path, i.e., VLS.± VDS

in Figure Z-4, is the shortest of all possible" earth reflection paths. Thus,
energy reflected to the receiver from other points in-the scattering region
will bc delayed even longer than energy from the specular point. The
numerical computation program of AppendixA calculates the power scattered
from each surface patch and the associated time delay and then adds all the
power delayed within specified time intervals. These summations are
normalized so that the total reflected power is unity. The resulting time

spreading distribution represents the impulse response of the reflection
process.

The results are shown in Figure 3-13 for horizontal polarization, and

the time response for vertical polarization is nearly identical. In Fig-
ures 3-14a and b, the curves have been normalized to the specular point

power density, which emphasizes the relative shapes of the curves. In Fig-
ure 3-13, the roughness factor, rl, is 0. 1, whereas in Figures 3-14a and b,
,1 ==0.05. Note that the roughness factor makes a considerable difference in
the time spreading. Figure 3-14a shows one curve corresponding tog)= 0
and ,_=- 0.02, resulting in very small time spreading. For '1-- 0.05, time

spreading is on the order of 30 microseconds, and for rI = 0. l, the spread-
ing is 80 to i00 microseconds.
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One of the more interesting observations concerning these figures is
that time spreading is slightly larger for a separation angle of 30 degrees
than for either 0 to 60 degrees. This occurs because there are two opposing
mechanisms a£ work in tiletime spreading process:

I) As _pincreases from zerO, the scattering region increases (see

Subsection 3. I.-3-),tending to c_ase a greater time spreading.

2) As (;increases from zero, t.hedifference betxveen ir_dividuo.l

path lengths decreases, tending to decl'ease the time spreadin{_.

Near_ = 0 mechanism I don%inates, while for large _#, n'mchanisrn Z is
dominant.

3.3 FREQUENCY EFFECTS

The frequency effects are due to the motion of the two satellites,
which cause_ a doppler shift of both the direct and reflected signals. The
frequency shifting effects may be neparated into two components as was
done for the time response: I) doppler shifts of the direct and specular
point paths, and 2) frequency spreadimg of the reflected signal.

The relative orientation of the two velocity vectors is the most
significant variable. To illustrate the frequency effects and to provide
bounds for these effects, three geometrical cases were chosen:

Case I: The velocity vectors of both the LAS and DRS lie in the
transmission plane and are pointed toward each other. This
is the most extreme case and, assuming that the DRS is in
an equatorial orbit, would require that the LAS also }lave
an equatorial orbit with opposite orbital motion.

Case Z: The velocity vector of the LAS is in the transmission plane,
while the DRS velocity is normal to it. This case corres-
ponds to an LAS polar orbit and the DRS lying in the LAS
orbit plane.

Case 3: The velocity vectors of both satellites are normal to the

transmissiom plane and lie in opposite directions.

These three cases are illustrated in Figure 3-15.

The change in frequency of a received single frequency signal when
there is relative motion between the transmitter and receiver is given by
the simple formula

i

dV
f o

af =
c dt
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whore f is the transmitted frequency,, c is the speed of light, a.nd V o is tim
distance between the two satellites, Thus, if Vo is increasing, the received
frequency is tess than the transmitted frequency. For the reflection path,

the rate of change of the path to the earth and from the earth must be added.
The r(_latlvo doppler ohift is defined as the fractional change in frequency,
af/r.

Figure 3= 16 show8 the relative dopplor shift of both the direct and
specular reflection paths for Gase I and an I_a,S aititlxle of 500 miles, Of
particular interest in analyzing the comnmnication problem due to multipath
interference is the difference between these two doppler shifts.. This differ-
ence is shown in Figure 3-16 and again with an expanded scale in Figure 3= 17.
Figu,.e 3-17 also shows the relative diffe,'ential doppler for Case 2 and a
rnodified Case 2 corresponding to the LAS velocity vector making a 45-degree
angle with the transmiss!on plane. Figure 3-18 shows the relationship
between the relative specular dlfferentiai doppler shift and altitude for
Case 2. Figure 3-19 shows the actua: doppler shift in ttertz for Case 2 at
140 Mttz and also illustrates the effect of LAS altitude.

Since the scattering region can be visualized as many small contig-
uous scattering pa_ches, the reflection path to a given patchwill differ from
other paths. Consequently, the doppler shift will be different for each
patch, with a received reflected frequency spectrum being the domposite
effect upon a single transmitted frequency.. Since for LAS/DRS geometry,
the scattering region is nearly symmetricai about the specular point, it is
expected that the received reflected spectrum will be nearly .symmetric
about the power density from the specular point.

Figure 3-20 presents the reflected spectra normalized so that the
value of the specular point is unity. This figure illustrates the relative
doppler shift of both the direct and reflected signals, as well as the spectrum
spreading of the reflected signal. Increasing the altitude and/or increasing
the roughness parameter, rl, would result in greater spreading of the
spectra.

Two points concerning Figure 3=20 are worth noting: 1) frequency
spreading decreases as the separatl.on angle, _, increases, and z) for the
parameters indicated in the figure, the frequency of the direct signal does
not fall within the spectrum of the reflected signal for separation angles
greater than 30 degrees.

Figure 3=21 illustrates the received spectra for velocity orientations
corresponding to Case 3. For this case, the specular differential doppler
shift is zero, i.e., there is no doppler shift between the dir,-rt signal and
the signal reflected from the specular point. Thus, the 0nly effect is the

frequency spreading shown in Figure 3-21. So the direct signal frequency
lies at the center of these spectra.
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Figure 3-17. Relative Specular
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!i
Figure 3-22 shows the 3-dB relative bandwidth of the received _i

reflected spectra as a function of the separafion angle. Th.e bandwidths :_

for two roughness factors are shown, and, as expected, the bandwidth from _i:t
the smoother surface is less than that from the rougher surface. This fig- :_i

ure may be combined with a plot of the relative specular differential doppler i i
to estimate the range of separation angle for which the relatiar.e specular- _'/

differential doppler shift is greater than one-half the reflected spectrum ]

bandwidth, i.e., where the direct signal frequency lies outside the major :_'i

portion of the spectrum of the reflected signal. Figure 3-23 is such a i_i
combination of these two curves for CaseZ and an LAS altitude of 300 n. mi. _

It can be seen that, for a roughness factor of q= 0.05, the direct signal lies 1_
outside the bandwidth of the reflected spectrum for 20 -( t_ < 103 degrees. _

If q = 0.0Z, this occurs for (p __10 degrees.
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,I.. (:OMMUNI(:A'I'ION [Mlq{OVEMI,:N'I' 'I'ECIINIQ[_E'S

In Seclion 3, the various aspccls of thc nlultipath phcnomt,non have,

bccn quantitativt, ty dispiayt,d and discussed. The next logical consideration

is the rllanner in which conlmmaication in the rnultipalh Cllvil'onllqtult can bc .:.]'
improved. The link between the LAS and DRS consists of the transmitter

!

and recciver and the environment bctwt, en them called the "channel. " For ]lthe sake of this discussion, the channcI includcs the antennas and feeds,

\\'hilt rec,.'iw,_" and transmitter reft, r, respectively, to the tnilial and final

electronic stages.

t;'rom a guncra[ viewpoint, assuming that the bust possible recelvt, r is

ttsed, there are three basic approaches to communication [mprow,mcnt:

l/ Increased transmitter power

Z) lmprovcd channel characteristics

3} Signal processing

The first approach has limitations which are somewhat intuitive; if

morc power is transmitted, then the intcrferring, rcflcclcd power will :
incrcasc with the direct power. Increasing power does provide some

in_provcment, but bccatlsC the reflected power is also increased, this
mcthod is incl'ficicnt.

The second approach rcl'ers to antenna and feed designs. The physical

n_,dium bct\vccn two antennas is detcrminvd by thc orbits of lilt, Iwo

salcIlitcs, but lhc antennas thcnl._t, lvcs, as part of thc channvl, may bc
_l_,siancd Io discrinlinatc against the rcfh,ctcd sitmal. Both the directivity

and polarization of the anlcnna may be used Io improve communication.

I ht'sv tvchniqucs art, discttsscd bclow, but sincc the emphasis in this !

study is on a low data talc omnidirt, ctional (LAS) link, thc t,mphasis is on

po[a t'ization discrimination.

'l'hc third approach conccrns the rnanipulation of thc siRnal itst, lt" so
til_li tilt' dirt, t:[ ._ia,tal +_lay bc dlscrin_inatcd from thc rcfI,.,ctu.,.! _'i,_na! at

Ihv rcccivcr. Almost all methods in Ihis catcgory rcsult in an increased

-_ lransn_ission bandwidth, l.'t,asiblc tcchniqm,s includc pseudo-noise coding,
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diversity techniques, freqm,ncy hopping4, burst transmission, and data rate

limiting. These topics are discussed very briefly tater in this section.

4. 1 DIRECTIVE ANTENNAS

The interference due to the reflected signal can be, essentially

eliminated by using directive antennas. The purpose of this discussion is
merely to indicate the effectiveness of this approach. Figures 4-1a arid b

show the angular separation between the direct transmission path and the

reflection path to the specular point as a function of the separation angle, ¢,
for the LAS and DRS, respectively. From Figure 4-1b, it can be seen that
the DRS antenna must be highly directional in order to discriminate between

the direct and reflection paths. Combining Figures 4-1b and 2-9, it can bc

seen that, for a 500-mile polar orbit (i = 90 degrees), the direct reflection

path separation is greater than 1.0 degree about 70 percent of the time, but

is less than 1.0 degree 30 percent of the time and is always less than
[.8 degrees.

A DRS antenna with a 2.0-degree beamwidth would result in a 3-dB |

reduction of muitipath interference 70 percent of the time. Although
thi_ is helpful, it does not yield the significant advantage that a less
directive antenna on the LAS will give.

Consider a planar array with a gain of Z0 dB which corresponds to
a beamwidth of about 17 degrees. Then for a 500-mile polar orbit, a 3-dB
improvement is possible 90 percent of the time. The gain of the antenna
drops below -15 dB for angular deviations from the boresight greater than
[4, 5 degrees. From Figures 4-1a and 2-9, such an antenna will result in

_. 15-dB improvement 80 percent of the time. If the LAS antenna has a gain
of 30 dB with a 5.0-degree beamwidth, a I5-dB improvement over the

omnidirectional case is possible 93 percent of the tinle for a 500-mile
orbit.

The above discussion indicates the effectiveness of directive antennae,

_articularly on the LAS, in reducing the interfering multipath signal. For ]
any given antenna whose radiation characteristics arc known, Figure 4-1a, :i

and Z- t) can be used to evaluate the improvement: in muttipath reduction.

4. 1o 1 Broad Coverage Antenna

TI'_e use era broad coverage, but not omnidirectional, antenna may

m,_et mission requirements while reducing multipath interference. An

id,,alized broad coverage antenna pattern is shown in Figure 4-Z along with

lh_, resultant receiw_d relative power, Rp,, for horizontal polarization and
,_t,a r_,flcction at 13a MIIz. 'Fhc antenna ts mounted on the LAS so that the

,_a>:inmn_ gain axis, X, coincides with ['1 in Figure Z-3 (the local verlical).

I'hc gain pattern is a figure of revolution about the X-axis. Note thai

I_,¢'ause of the. null in th_ patlern in th,, -X _ -L 1 dire,orion, th,, pat!,,l'n

4 - 3 i
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rL, duces the multipath signal the mos!: where it would otherwise b_' the
worst- at _p =: Oo

4.2 POLARIZATION DISCRIMINATION

In general, the LAS spacecraft transmits an elliptically polarized

waw, which is received by the DRS with an elliptically polarized antenna.

As special cases, either or both spacecraft may have linearlst polarized

antennas. Should both spacecraft haw, linear antennas, these antcmnas must
be aligned for maximum signal reception. Should they become crossed or

perpendicular to each other, no direct signal would be received, and, hence,
no communication would be possible. For this reason, linearl_ polarized

antennas are not usually employed on both satellites. Should one spacecraft

have a linear antenna and the other' a circularly polarized antenna, conlmuni-

cation would be possible whatever the orientations of the antennas, a.nd the
relative power.would be essentially that shown in Figures 3-2a and b. t{ow-

ever, elliptically polarized antennas may be employed on both spacecraft so
as to favor the direct signal over the reflected signal.

Polarization discrimh_ation is based on the fact that, during reflection,

the sense of rotation of a circularly polarized wave is reversed if the angle

of incidence is smaller than the pseudo-Brc'wster angle. Referring to

Figures Z-16 and 2-18, it can be seen that the horizontally polarized radia-

tion is reflected with a phase shift of approximately 180 dJ.,grees with

respect to the vertically polarized radiation. Thus, a circularly polarized
wave, one with equal horizontal and w:rtical components has its sense of
rotation reversed upon reflection. Most circularly polarized antennas have

at least a Z0-dB rejection of circularly polarized .waves of the opposite
sense; therefore, an antenna adjusted to receive the direct signal will

reject the reflected signal.

To more clearly illustrate the effect of antt,nna polarization, con-

sider the polarization coefficient, PC, given by Equation 58 in
Subsection 2.6.

I I( II )( I I')i i P r Prr 2 I _ Pd l ! Prd

wht, re the polarization factors are defined at the beginning of Subsection 2.6.
if the l)llS antenna is circularly polarizt, d, tht,n from Equation 47 in
Subsection 2. g,

Prr = Prd I_" I i " _ ]

,! ..!

#
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Si.mitarly, i.f Iht_ LAS tran,_n_its circular polarization in buth the, direct

path and scattt, rin!4 rp_ion dir,,cl:ions, lh_,n ii

For angl.e.s less than the pseudo-Brewstcr angle, the, phase of the w, rtical •
polarization is reversed, rcsultin_ in Pr :: J° 'l'hen, clcarly,

.2

t _ Pr Prr : t _ ,I : 0

and so PC - 0.

Of course, a r,,al LAS antt,nna will not. transmit exact circular

polarization in two dit'fcrcnt directions, and the polarization is not completely
reversed during reflection. This can be accounted for by antenna cllipticity.

The relative power cxprcssions giw, n by Equations 63 and 64 in

Subsection 2.6 contain the polarization coet'ficient as a factor and may bt!
used to evaluate the effects of elliptical polarization. It was shown in

Subsection 3. 1 that the smooth earth model giw, s resutts very close to

those of the rough earth modclo Thus, most of the numerical computation
associate, d with this section used this model because of the reduced machine

computation expense0 Sew, ral rough earth computations were made to
justify this approach. Figures 4-3 through 4-6 present the computation
results.

Figure 4-3 shows the effect of polarization discrimination on the
relative power as a function of separation angle for a t40-MtIz transmission

frcquc, ncy and sea water reflection, Since the direction of thc scattcrin,e

re,aion and the direct path is nearly the same for the DRS because of its

relatively lare, e distance from the earth, the polarization can bc considered
constant for both the direct and refh.,ction paths. Thus, Figure 4-3a

corresponds to a circularly polarized DRS antenna with respect to both the

reflection and direct paths (polarization ellipticity = 0). Figure ,t-3b corres-

ponds to a DRS polarization ellipticity of -4 dB, which represents a greater
a_nount of vertical polarization. The nine curves in each of these figures

1
correspond to polarization ellipticities of the LAS antenna, Positive ellip-

ticities repre,_.,.nt _ore ILorizontal polarization than vertical and negative

ellipticities i_ply the converse,

Nolt, that in Figure ,l-3a th,, rvt, corrcspondin_ to a circularly

in_larizcd I.AS aulc,nna t'esull,_; in cxcclh,nt rcdttcliol| _)17R [ll F'itzur_, .l-_b.
Ih,, nn_st sip, n;ficant r,,,l_lt'lion octurs whcn th,, I.AS has tl_ _ opp_sit,' tyln' of

polariz;ttion. That is, it_ 1,'igurc *l-_b, th., I)IIS is mostly vertically pularizcd;
thu.q, if the IAS antemla i._ z1_o>.'tly horizontally polarized, the relativt, power

will be greatly rcdut'_,_l,

-t - c, i
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Figure 4-4 corresponds to sea water reflection for a 2-GHz trans-

mission frequency, and Figure 4-5 corresponds to land reflection for fre- '

quencies in the t'ange of 140 MHz to 2 GHz. Comments similar to those
above pertaining to Figure 4-3 apply to these also.

Figure 4-6 is the result of rotagh earth computations for both I,AS and

DRS antennas circularly polarized with respect to the two transmission paths.
For separation angles greater than 10 degrees, there is very close agree-

ment between these results and the circular polarization curves or

Figures 4-3a, 4-4a, and 4-5a. For smaller separation angles, the
rough earth calculations are de, creed to be the more correct.

4.2. 1 Conclusion

From examination of Figure 4-3 and 4-5, it appears that, at a trans-

mission frequency of 140 MHz, circularly/eHipticalty polarized antennas on

the LAS and DRS will reduce the relative power to -9 dB or less.

4. 3 SIGNAL DROCICSSING

Signal processing here refers to all methods whereby the data or

information signal is manipulated, modulated, or modified prior to the trans-

mitter output stage and to any such signal manipulation following the receiver

input stage. A variety of feasible techniques are presented below with a
brief qualitative discussion. These techniques are discussed in greater

detail in other literature and are presented here mainly for completeness of

this study.

4.3. 1 Pseudo-Noise Coding

Pseudo-noise (PN) coding is part of the general class of spread

spectrum techniques and is one of the most attractive for combating the
effects of LAS/DRS8 multipath propagation. Basically, the data signal is

modulated prior to transmission by a signal corresponding to a I°N sequence.

This combined signal is demodulated at the receiver in a correlation process

which improves the signal-to-noise ratio and discriminates against the
reflected signal.

The three defining properties of an i,_portant class of ION seqt,ez_cos
called n_axi_,_m length linear sequences are as follows:

1) in each period of the sequence, the nu_nber of ONE's differs
froul the n_llber of ZNRO's by, at ,_ost, ont,,.

2.) At,long the rm_s of ONE's ann of ZI_TRO's in each period, one-
half of each kind are of length o_,e, one-fourth of each

4 - 7
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I t is the nature of the autocorrelation function which mnk,_s a PN sequence
useful for signal detection.

By perforn:ling the correlation process oil the received si.-nal and

detecting the peak of the autocorrelation function, interfering noise and

signals such as the multipath signal can be rejected. One requirement for
a PN system to operate properly in the LA,S/DR8 multipath I.nvironment is
that a code pulse length be shorter than the delay between the direct and

reflected signals. Referring to Figure 3-12, if the code pulse width is

0. 1 millisecond, then this system will operate correctly in a 300-mile

altitude satellite for separation angles less than 93 degrees. When the sepa-
ration angle is larger, the time delay between the direct and reflected

signals is tess than tke pulse width which corresponds to an RF bandwidth

of approximately Z0 kHz. Decreasing the pulse width, which requires an
increase in bandwidth, will allow preater communication time. Thus,

mission requirements and frequency allocations w'll have a major influence
in determining the code pulse width.

4.3. g Diversity Techniques

Diversity techniques involve the establishment of N distinguishable,

dissimilarly fading signal transmission channels. Th,; diw,rsily receiving
system chooses at each instant a desirable combination of these signals.

The techniques include space diversity, angle of arrival diversity, polar-
ization diversity, frequency rlive:'sity, '-' ,_.1t21, diversity, and mull:ipath

diversity. Ttl,, ,irst thre_, are not purely signal processinl/ techniques as

defined above. Sl. ace div_,i'sil;y and anllh' of arrival diw_i'sil:y re_luire two or

i_Ol'e allterinas an_] rect_i_c, rs_ which is somewhat i-'_practical on a spac,,c ra fl.

Polarizatioil diversity reqtiir('s ( i'ossed linearly polarizt, rl i_,ells wilh

st:pal'ate ret'l,ivers, Fl'eqtlttllCy div,_rsily requires transtrlission of the sifzna!
l

,l-il
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on two or mare difforan_ carri_,r ar _ubcarri_r frequencies, Tim¢,_ diw_r_ity
and multtpath diw:r_ity are cloa,_ly ralat_d and have been applied o_ly ta
digital tr;tn_tx_i_ian, h_ time diversity, the ,_ame information bit i_
repeated at time intorval_ greater than the reciprocal of the fading rate.
This technique require_ _torage at both ti_e transmitter and roceivar. If !
the multipath conui_ts of many chammts with various delay times, with a
muttipath diversity system the received signal can be proecused to separate
the signals correspondinp_ to differant paths and then be recombined. These
techniques, along with combination analysis are treated at lengti_ in
Re ferencc Z4.

Diversity techniques are usually employed in a multipath environ-
ment similar to the reflection pall1 atonc, and they are used to combat the

Rayleigh fading that occurs in this phenomenon. But, for the geometry and 1
physics of this problem, there are only two basic paths rather than many,
even though the reflection path consists of a collection of ma.ny subpaths. I
Thus, :- diversity technique would establish a number of channels to provide

a signal col'nbination which would ameliorate the fading caused by interfcr- i
ence of the two basic transmission l_aths. .,_

:f

4. 3. 3 Frequency ttopping !

In the frequency hopping scheme, the carrier frequency or'the trans-
mitte-r is switched in a cyclic progression through several values. The
receiver must be synchronized to the transmitter and thus rejects the delayed
multipat.h signal whose frequency differs from that being instantaneously
accepted by the receiver. To clarify this technique, consider an example
where each frequency is to be transmitted for a period equal to one-fifth
the maximum specular differential time delay, Tdm (see Subsection 3.2).
After completion of transmission at one frequency, the corresponding multi-
path signal may arrive at the receiver until Tdm seconds after completion
of the transmission. Thus, 1.2 Tdm seconds are required between the
beginnings of transmissions at each frequency, and, since each transmi_ssion
lasts 0.2 Tdm seconds, six frequencies will be required. Figure 4-8
illustrates these concepts.

P.ower requirements are the same as for continuous transmission at

a single frequency, but the bandwidth mus_ be increased to something larger

• than six times the original bandwidth. The relationship between the original i
bandwidth and the frequency hopping bandwidth depen.ds on the size of the i
original bandwidth and the doppler shift effects (see Subsection 3.3). i

1
It should be noted that, in the above example, multipath inter- !

ference can be eliminated when the multipath delay is greater than 0.2_ Trim,
but, when it is less, interference will occur. If the L/_S altitude is 500

miles, then according to Figure 3-1_, the system in the above example
would not eliminate interfc'rence for sepa.ration angles lar_er than about
80 de}_rees. Thus, from Figure 2-9, this system wouhl eliminate inter-
fere_lce about 54 percent of the mission lifetime for an LAS polar orbiL and

.. about 74 percent of the time for an (,quatorial orbit.

4 - 1 3 I
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4.3.4 Burst Transmission

Related to the frequency hopping method is the technique ¢_.bur_t
transmi,qsian. Only one transmission frequency iu u_edp but d,_ta is tran_
mitred in periodic burst_ where a burst tr_nsmis_ion period is _. ft.-action
of the maximum specular differential time del_ W, Tdm. The time be twt, en
bursts is (l _o_)Tdm, and so the data compression factor is given by
C d = (1 +ot)/a. If _ is again chosen to b_0.2, then (3d = 5, and the RF
bandwidth must be increased by this factor. For thi_ system, the p+ak _

; power increases also by the factor C d, but the average power is the same
[.
_ as for continuous transmission.

4.3.5 Data Rate I.imiting

With data rate limiting, a simple technique, d_.ta bits are transmitted _]
with pulse lengths which are largo compared to the rnaximurn specular cLif- 't
ferential time delay, Tdr n. Tiros, if the pulses have lengths of _Tdm, where

is a factor based on system considerations (@ >2}, then the bit r_.te. R b is
given by

1

R b = /_Tdm

If fl = 4 and the LAS altitude is 500 miles, then from Figure 3-12,

R b = 46.5 bits/see. This rate may be adequate for housekeeping telemetry
and command data. For a giw_'n value of /3_ the data rate will decrease
with increasing LAS altitude.

i:il¸
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5. EXPERIMENT_

Experimental data is needed to validate the statistiaaland
mathematical assumptions employed.in developing the mathematical model
of Subsectiori2.4. Sections 3 and 4 present the results o.fcomputation
based on thismodel, but this quantitativedata is riomore valid than the
assumptions used to produce it. Ifexperimental data differs significantly _

from the results based on the model, then this data may be used to modify ;i:_
the model, i.e., to correct and calibrate it. Whether or not the experi- . -_
mental data agrees with mathematical results, i_t is reqtlired fo_conXi_lence

in the characteristics of the rnul_ipath phenomenon. ]
!

5. I EXPERIMEN__qITION

The characteristics to be measured experimentally are those dis-
cussed in Section 3, namely the relative power, time response, and fre-
quency effects. Of these three, the relative power, i.e., the ratio of
average reflected power to direct path power, is most important. The time

spreading of the reflected signal is much smaller tllan the differential delay,
which can be computed from purely geometric considerations, and,. hence, '_

is of least importance. Measurement of frequency spreading will allow i
evaluatiol of the statistical_ssumptions used in developing the rough earth
mathematical model (see Subsection 2.4).

A number of propagation aspects influence the multipath phenomenon; ..
they are quantitativelF included in the mathematical model..in the parameters
of the basic formulas (see Section 2}. T-lmse aspects include:

Surface state: Determines the roughness factor, q, of Equations 63,
77, and 78

Surface type: The electrical properties of the surface influence the

: reflection coefficient, R c, in Equations 20 and 37
Polarization: The polarization of the electromagnetic wave with

respect to the surface and the receiving antenna
influences the reflection coefficient and the polari',,.a-
tion efficiency, respectively (see Subsections 2.4
and 2. 5)

5-1
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'i'rans,ni_i_)n Inflm_ncer_ b_th the r_,fh_ctiun c_)_,fficicntand the

frequency: s_oothnes s factor

Geo!_?etry: 'l'hi_ in probably the mo_t in,portant aspect _incc
the separation angle i,s the. _[ngh, mo_t important

parameter. The altitudeu of the satellites aim)
influence the reflection and direct path character=

i._tics. In particular, the distances V_, V-L, and
Vl): the reflection coefficient; and the incidence

angle, O, are a function of the geometry. For known

antemla characteristics, I,,,th the gain and l)olariza-

lion for the two paths will be,deturmined by the
geometry.

A complete experimental program will provide a sufficient variation
of each parantetcr associated with these aspects to evaluate the validity of

the ntathentatical model over the range of interest. For the roughness
factor, q, a range of variation should be established.

5. ]. ] Signal Reception

The evaluation of data is facilitated if signals from tl_ereflection
path and direct path can be received scl)arately. This can be acconlplished
by either two antenna and receiving systems or a single rece4ving system
which separates reception from the two paths by time. That is, first the
reflected signal is passed through the receiver and then processed, and then
the direct signal is passed through the same receiver and processor. The
schetne eluploying two receivers elinlinates any possibility of error due to
the tinge separation of the two tueasuren_ents, while the latter method,
en_ph, ying only one receiver, elin]inates the need for calibration.

This separation of signa]s requires directive antennas. Fron_ Fig-
ure 4-I, itcanbeseen that_ for a satellite-to-satellite llnk, bea,nwidths as

large as 20 degrees will allow signal separation over a wide range of separ-
ation angles. However, at aircraft altitudes, the angular separation of the
two paths is much s,naller, and, consequently, a highly directive antenna
will be required to separate the two signals. Dh'ective antennas imply the
use of higher frequencies, yet some of the multipath characteristics arc
particularly of interest at VIIF where directive antennas are not feasible.
Thus, while lltallyaspects of the mathematical model may be checked with
the use of high-frequency transnlission (l GI{z and above), a uon,plete evaiu-

. alien of tl1_m_,del will require measurements at VIIF with broad coverage
antcn[Ia s.

By pt'opvr shielding, VI|F antcltnas can b(: |11ado sot_tewhat directive,
thus effccting a s_,paration of the reflected and (lit'cutsignals over a range t)f
geolnetricvariation. But when scparath, n of tht'two signals with directive

I antennas is not feasible or practical, modulation and signal processing luay

be cmploy_,d to aid in evaluating the nmltipath charact,_ristics. Further, even

• with separatcd signals, thv mudulatiun techniqm, affects the case uf pr_,cess-

ing and evaluating the data.

5-Z
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5. l.L ModuLati.n

All ;tl:tvilll_t W;_t_ Ill,tilt' l.t) t'V;_|t|;tl:t_ th_t'fficio)lt'y tJl_ V&l'it)tltl t YlW_ .f

lllt)tlttl_t[t_tl ill dt'l-t_Plllillillg V&l'iOtlt_ t,h;tl'0.t'tt'l'iH|.icH of lilt' t't'flt'¢'l,o¢l _ignat

wholl |,No ._ig.;_t._ ca. hc ,_t,p;Lr;dt,d. 'l'h_,,_o qtl;tli|,&tivt, |'o/gql|.,_ ttl'o _howll ill

'!'_bh' q-l. 'fhu,_, wht'll )'t,fh,cLvd ;_lld tlir0cl _igil;tln c_tll I_t, _t, lJ_tr,"tlt,tl, |,Palln_

_llt_itm _f a _inglt, [Ft'qlit'llCy t'al't'it'l" will allow dt'lt_l'lllillatloll _11 lho )ll;_jt_l'

_! charact_,r[,_tic,-_, i.c., th0 froqut,.cy ,_prvadil_g, in_larizal.i0n t,f.li_,_'t,_, l't, flt, t'=
:. I, iOlt k'ot'l],'i.t'iOlll.,m, alld ht,nct,, tho I't,[0.tivt, powt, l'. 'l'ht' tinw tlelay and thno

i ,_proading t_l_ty ht, |_lva,_tl't,d by shorl pu[,_o,_,

i. Wht, ii the two ,_ignats canntfi hi, separatod, ._hort pul_e_ again will

i allow t'vahtatitm _1' all c h;tractt, ristics, but tht, I.))'t)t't'HHillg c,o_aq)h, xity i,_
:lnttch grt, zttt, r than f.r the s_,p_tt'att, 8igllal t'._tst,.

!3. £ LA]_L)I_ATOI_Y MF;A_UI_.I"MENTS

Art, lalively si_nple and [llt'xpt, nsivt, sel'it, s of exp0t'illlt, llts could bt'
perfornwd usiug simulated sea surfaces in a laboratory envirtmmt_nt.. Based

upoll existing knt_wlt, dgt, of sea sta;e and st,a statistics, a colllptttel'-gt, n_,l'ated ._
st,a sul'fat't' Ilaay hi, constt'ucl.cd of cl0.y of plaster' of paris all(t tht, n givt'n tht, j

appropriatc t,h'ctrical propt, rties by spray-coating this sul'fac0, Tiffs type of
surface model would allow variation of tim gt, omvtry, pola_'ization, and trans- _
naission frequency, and frequoncy spt'qading and relatiw, power' could be

evaluated. '['hosc two roflectiou characteristics n_ay bo ust, d to cvaluatt, the "i
validity of many t)f the _tssumptions and approxitnations used illthe develop-
merit of the maiAat, matical |nottt,1. .1.4"urther, st, vt, ral surfaces could be simu- t

latcd in order to allow varia|:itm of tht, roughness a_ld electrical propt, rtios. ]
!

I

'I"A131.]," !5-1. TYPE O1," MODUI.ATION:: _ i

Data That Can Bc [!]xtractctl 1,' t'olll Multipath Signal

'lypt, of Differential Frequency Rt'fletffion

Mothtlatitm Time l)c lay Spread [_ola rization Characteristics

CW No Yes I Yt's I Yes 1 •

Narrow pulst, s Yt, s £ Yes 2 Yt,,_ d Yes £

FIX'| YeS 4 YeS 3 Yt',_ 3 _tt",, .$

• * |[ 't'qllt'llCy

sweep Yes 1 Y,,s 3 Y cs 3 Yes

I)CM- ["M Yps _ Yes 3 Y_'s 3 Yt's

::The numbers ! through 4 indicate the range of implenaentatlon difficulty,
i,t'.. ! cct,_;y. -I (lifficult.

° " "i' " '
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5. :_ REAl, ICNVIRONMIY]NT EXPI,21{1MENTS

All htmgh laburattiry Im,_mrenit, nts c_n l)r_vhh_ an tntet'nl_diat_ and

u_efut _tep in evalu_ttnt4 the characteriuticn ¢ff the nmltipath phenmnenan and
hi evalutlling tht, lnathelilatical nltldel dew, loprd in thi_ _tudy, cmffidence

will bi' lackinl_ in the _:tmchl_itin_ drt_wn l'r_lil the_ t'enul,t_ becaune the Inea-

14ur()llli, ll[f-i _l,l'l, ba,qt,{[ tlpt)ll & _lillltlla|ioll o1' the llatllrai pht_lltillIUllt}ll rttther

than the actual pht, lluillt, noll itself. It i,_, therefore, l_t natural to turll to

the real earth i'eflecl.ltii-_ lit'ocess in order tti gain ctinfidt, llc, t_ ill the data and

the lllatilt, illu, tit:iil Illu(l¢,l it lllily validate. Feasible i'Xlleriiniant_, ill lil'iil_l" O1'

sophi_ticatiol_ and ltse.fuhiess, age described below.

5.3. 1 Aircraft/Ai,'craft Propagation

'I'ransnlission between two aircraft with highly directive antennas

will allow reflection coefficients and pola,'ization effects to be evaluated, i
Rdative power and £requep.cy spreading will provide data points for verify- ling the n_athematical l_ludel. The geolnetry, frequency, and polarization may

be varied, and it is relativt,ly easy to lnake nieasurements of wave heiglit in
the scattering region.

5.3.2 ATS-V/Aircraft

A directional antenna on an aircraft, which may bo pointed upward to

receive the pulse-like transmission direct from the ATS-V spinning space-
craft and then toward the earth for ret:eiving the reflected signal, would

allow determination of relative power for verifying the n_athematical model. !
BecaUse of the short pulse nature of the received transmission, frequency
spreading data will require more processing than the aircraft/aircraft i!

experiment. The advantages of this experiment over that d_scribed in Sub- {
section 5.3. I are: 1) only one aircraft need be equipped and flown, and

2) the geolnetry is closer to that of the LAS/DRS8 geometry, resulting in 1
scatt:erinlg t'rom a L :,or region than the aircraft/aircraft experiment. The I

disadvantages are: t, ,he frequency is fixed in the L-band, and 2) polariza- 7';l

tion llleasurelllent8 are limited, This experinlent is particularly attractive

because of the relative ease of implementation and the near LAS/DR8 geometry.

5.3.3 A .... ' 'I S-_ / Nllnbus E

At present, an experiment is planned for data transmission between

the Nimbus E, low-altitude spacecraft, and the ATS-F synchroiious satellite.

Thus, the geometry is exactly that of interest in this study. An S-band direc-

tivv antenna is used for this link. 'the feasibility of using these two satellites

for multip_th llieasurelnents depends on the ability of the Nhnbus IC to point

the directive _ultt, lnia toward the earth. At the tinie of this writing, the
antenna's location and pointing capabilities allow the antenna to point at: the

earth only for large separation angles when Nimbus 1_: is operating in its
normal earth pointing mode. If the attitude could be changed and monitored,
the antenna eouhl point toward ihe specular point for earth refleetioii to
ATS-F. This experiment would provide excellent data and allow an evalua-

tion of the n(:ttlttl effects experienced in I:he I,AS/DI(SS environment.



i

, 1

An experiment specifically for measuring multipath characteristics
_o.ulti be dcAi_ned to--_mpioy a lowoal, titude satel.lito transmitting to the :
ATS°G spacecraft. This experiment should be dosignvd to supplement

.. dataa.cquited by any previous experiments and, further, _houid i
allow variation of us many parameters a, possible while providing data for !: i

i eval.uatingtlm throe cffov.tsmentioned in Subsec.ti_m5. I. 1

: !
I

i i

i
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APPI_:NDIX A. COMPUTER I_ROGI_AM FOR
MIII,TIPATII GOMDUTATIONS

A computer progranl was written in the FORTRAN IV language for

computing the quantities of interest in Section 3, i.e.., total _'elative power,
time spreading, and frequency spreading. Tile basi_ for computations i_
given in Section 2, and the final equations which a.re employed in the pro-
gram are giw, n by Equations 63, 64, 77, 78, 80, and 81 of Subsection 2.6.
There are n:any quantities in the e×pres.sion._ of these equations which must
be dctet'mined in intermediate steps.

The only geometric input quantity is the LAB altitude. From this,

the maximum value of the separation angle, ¢, is determined, and then the
program progresses in increments of_ from an initial value., both of which

are input quantities, to a final value of _, which differs fromCmax by less
": than tlle increment. For each value of ¢b, a comph:te computation of all the

characteristics is performed.

The specuiar point is determined first by an iterative procedure, and
then many quantities related to the sp_cular point are calculated. These
include:

1) Reflection coefficients -horizontaLand vert _ al

2) Geometric angles shown in Figure A-I

3) The magnitudes of V--o, VL, and VD shown in Figure A-1

4) Spe_:ular time delay :

]
5) Differential time delay !

7) Differential relative doppler t

8) Tim differential doppler f_r the input frequency of interest
i

9) Coherency factor

i
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,i

!0) Dive rgonco fact.r 'i
1

1 I) Shadowing coeffhiont I

The input quantities which.are used in tht_ shove cun_putatiunn are;

; 1) Surface rvlatiw, (lieh,ctric con,tant

!
i 2) Surface condu(:tivitg

3} T rallSlllis 8iOll frequency ;).

J

4) l_.oughness factor, q 1

5) ILMS surface variation, tr J

Characteristics for antennas different from the t_o linear orie.ntations ]
defined in Subsection 2.6 can be specified via subroutines. The output i

of the subroutines are gains and polarization factors in the direct and scat- i
tering point directions for both the DIZS and GAS antennas. -Using these, the !
program also computes a value for the polarization coefficient at th_...specular

point.
i

Witl_ the above computed quantities, the relative power is computed t

for a perfectly smooth earth for the two linear polarizations and for the sub- i

routine antenna characteristics. Using the coherency factor corresponding
to the input frequency and rms surface variation, the smooth eartli relative

power multiplied by the coherency factor yields an estimate of the coherent i

relative power. The program then begins its rough earth calculations, i
1

The rough earth relative power estimates are a result of numerical

integration over the earth's _:_rface. However,. since the significant reflected ,,_

power is scattered from a limited region surrounding the specular point, -it ,_
is neCessaLy to determine some bounds on.this region. Referring to Fig-

ure 2-7, the integration is performed for surface increments dS by varying

the two geocentric angles sand f3 in small increments. The size of a patch.

is I_E Z cos_ dad[3. The si.zc of the scattering region varies with the separa-
tion angle :is sho_n in Subsection 3. 1,3. But, limits on the angles rt and [3

can be established for a given value of ¢. It can be shown that for ¢ = 0

l_ E d¢_

_¢ " 2h

1

where h represents the LAS attitude, .!

i
Using tile above equation, define a o by

1....2hq

_o R E
t

A-3
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which is the v_lu_ _f 0 wh_,r_, y ='i, Sinv._'th¢_ scattering c_.oss scctim_ is
.} "}

li_it ¢,11_ r_,:_ined the, _am¢, f_r all, val, m,_ _,f _0.

'1'¢_de, iv rn_in_, tht. intt.g riit.i(}|l the'. r,._nwnta d a rind ¢1f_, _eve ral values

were tried, aud reltabb, result, with rea_m_abh, c._mputatim_ time w_,re
acl_it, ved wilh

• ¢la' d_ : 0.4 a
: ¢}

The program then p_,rf_r_..,d the su_u_aticm ¢_f incre_nental relative powor
for

lim _ lim

"Plim -¢ f_ _ Plim _' 4 %

with ¢_and 13 varied in increments of 0.4 a_. For ¢ .: 0, this amounts to
dividing the scattt_ring region into 400 scattering patches, and for

_ 80 degrees, 1200 patches comprise the scattering region ..........

The formulas used ar_. given by Equations 63, 77, and 78 of Subsec-

tion 2.6 where the f_llowing con-reran factur is first computed.

i

Gs(a ' [3) : o S(O) exp ta_2 4
_ q cos q

Then the factors accountinR for the antenna characteristics arc employed.
For instance, from Equation 77 of Subsection 2.6 for horizontal pol,arizat_m_

and so

(I_p)llll EIEIIIUI (at, [_)] 2 Gs(a, [_)
S

A -4
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where _IIR.lli_ _iven bv l,',qu_ti_n7_ .f that _me _ul_f3ectmn, Birnllnrly,f.r
vorti_:ill p(tl_r!_,i_tioli, _ll_ definod tn _uhnl, cthm _,fi

(dR VV ......... _ n
U II 1:t I#

FOl' & I_,lll_'_l'_ll._l('t'. of ailtl!nilu. _il_lr&c.tei'i_tit,.l_, frulii Lqtl_itluii O_ (_ Slil-)14l,_.;o
tioll ). 6

G 3 G4 Izl<,, .t 1', Kvh (tiC) C
dRp G 1 (i_ nn z

where the quantities in the ab.ve expression _lre defined in Section 2-,

Fur each valu_ uf a and p_, the differential tlint, I'l_,l: .' '. t.weeli tt!..
reflection paths currespullding to specular pt)int an.' ';I,, ec;._M:.t.ring patc_l
center is calculatt, d, The incremental r,latiw_ pu_,:i- is thca accumulated in
time slots, resulting in an ilupulse response for th,, ieflectivn process.

Similarly, for relative velocities of the two satellites, corresponding
to Case 2. of Subsection 3,3, the relative differential doppler shift between
the specular point ',.nd scatterinlj patch eellter is calculated. Then the..incre-
mental relative power, i_ accumulated in relative frequency slots, resulting
in a relative power spect,'uni corrcspoudiill_ tu a single, constant, transnaitted
frequency, }towever, sil_ce relative frequency is nicrely the fracticmal ehanf_c

in frequency, the i_esults can be used to cstimatv the effect of reflection .n a
transmitted fresuency spectrum.

The results of total relative power, time response, and frc_lUency
response, as calculated by tti£.__program, are. discussed in Section 3.

A- ._ i
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